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1. Introduction
In this paper we shall prove the following
Theorem. Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on £1= {1, 2, •••, n}. If a
Sylow 2-subgroup of a stabilizer of four points in G fixes exactly seven points•, then
G must be A7 or M23.
To prove the theorem we need the following Lemma 1, which will be proved
in the section 3.
Lemma 1. Let G be a permutation group on £1= {1, 2, •••, 23} and assume
the following:
(1) To any two distinct points iyjy of £1 there corresponds a subset A(iyj)
of a.
(2) | A(z, j) | > 1 , A(i, j)=A(jy t) and A(iy j)$iy;.
(3) / / A(z, j) Elk, then A(iy k) =>j.
(4) G is a subgroup of M23.
(5) Let a^G and A(z, / )= {kiy k2y ..., * ,} . Then A(i, j)a=A(iay ja)=
(6) If A(iy j)^ky then there is an involution a of G such that I(a)Z)
ii,j,k}.
(7) Let a be an involution of G. If I(a) D {iy j}, then | A(z, j) fl I(a) | = 1.
Then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Mn which is one of the following groups:
( i ) G ^ M U and the lengths of the G-orbits are 11, 12.
( i i ) G^M1Q and the lenghts of the G-orbits are 1, 10, 12.
(iii) G^M10*, where Mlo* is a subgroup of M1Q of index 2, and the
lengths of the G-orbits are 1, 10, 6, 6.
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(iv) G^NMn(M9) and the lengths of the G-orbits are 2, 9, 12.
( v ) G^NMll(M9)*9 where NMil(M9)* is a subgoup ofNMn(M9) of index
2, and the lengths of the G-orbits are 2, 9, 6, 6.
(vi) G^PSL{2, 11) and the lengths of the G-orbits are 11, 1, 11.
(vii) G^S5 and the lengths of the G-orbits are 5, 6, 2, 10.
We shall use the same notations as in [3].
2. Proof of the theorem
The proof of the theorem is obtained in the following way: If a Sylow
2-subgroup of the stabilizer of four points in G is semiregular, then G is A7 or
M23 by [3]. Here we say that P is semiregular when P is "semiregular" on
O—I(P) in the usual sense. Hence, by way of contradiction, we assume that
P is not semiregular. Let R be a subgroup of P such that its order is maximal
among all subgroups of P which fix more than twenty-three points and set
N=NG(R)ICR:>. Then N has an involution a which fixes exactly twenty-three
points and then CN(a)Ica:> is a subgroup of M23. Let (iti2) be a 2-cycle of a, and
for {*", j} C/(a), let A(i> j) be the intersection of I(a) and the G,-1#-2f-y-orbit of odd
length (>1) which is uniquely determined by {ily i2,i,j). Then {CN{a)ili2)ua:>
and {A(z,/)} satisfy the assumption of Lemma 1, and hence (CN(a)h i2)Ica:> is one
of the permutation groups listed in Lemma 1. Thus we see that N satifies the
conditions of Lemma 3 and we have a contradiction. The above result on
(CN(a)ili2)Ica> is useful in determining CN(a)Ica\
Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the stabilizer G1234. If P is semiregular,
then G is A7 or M23 by [3]. Hence from now on we assume that P is not semi-
regular and proceed by way of contradiction.
2.1. For any point t ofa-I(P) \ I(Pt) \ >23. In particular if \ I(Pt) \ =23,
then NG(GICPt,Y^=M23.
Proof. Let \I{Pt)\ be the smallest number such that t^fl~I(P) and Q a
Sylow 2-subgroup of GICP^. Then I{Q)—I(Pt). For any four points z, j , k, I
of I{Pt) let Pf be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gijkl containing Q. Then P' is con-
jugate to P. Hence by minimality of | I(Pt) I > NP'(Q)ICQ:> is a semiregular 2-group
fixingI(P') pointwise. Thus NG{Q)nQ>=M23 and \I(Q)\ =23 by Theorem 1
in [4].
In particular if \I(Pt) | =23, then by the same argument as above NG(Q)ICQ:>
= M23, where Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GI(ipt> Hence by the Frattini argu-
ment, NG(GKPt,)=GKPtyNG(Q) and so NG(
2.2. Let t<=£l — I(P). If \I(Pt)\ = 2 3 , then t is a point of a G1234-orbit of
even length.
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Proof. By (2.1), NG(GKPt^)nP^ = M23. Hence a Sylow 2-subgroup of
(NG(GICPt))nP<>)1234 is a regular normal subgroup of (NG(GJCP^)ICP^)1234. On
the other hand since iG(l-/(P),iVp(P f) / ( jP ' ) is a nonidentity 2-subgroup of
(NG(G7cpp)/CPp)i234. Hence any nonidentity 2-subgroup of (NG(GKPt,y^)12Z4
fixes exactly I(P) pointwise.
Suppose by way of contradiction that t is a point of a G1234-orbit of odd
length. Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/CPp containing Pt and P ' be a Sylow
2-subgroup of G1234t containing Q. Since the index of G1234t in G1234 is odd, P '
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G1234. Hence NP'(Q)nQ:> is a nonidentity 2-subgroup
of (iVG(G/(pp)/CP^)1234. Thus I(P')=I(P). This shows that *e/(P), contrary
to the assumption.
2.3. iSmii P is not semiregular, \fl\ >23. Hence there is a subgroup of P
which has more than twenty-three fixed points. Let Rbe a subgroup of P such that
its order is maximal among all subgroups of P which have more than twenty-three fixed
points. Here R may be the identity. Then R satisfies the following conditions:
(1) |/(U)|>22.
(2) Any imvolution of NG(R)nR:> fixes exactly seven or twenty-three
points. In particular any central involution of a Sylow 2-subgroup in
NG(R)ICR:> fixes exactly twenty-three points.
(3) The stabilizer of any four points of I(R) in NG(R)I(:R:> has an involu-
tion fixing exactly twenty-three points.
Proof. Since Sylow 2-subgroups of the stabilizer of four points in G are
conjugate in G, R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GICR). Clearly \I(R) \>23.
For any four points i> j , k and / of I(R) let P' be a Sylow 2-subgroup of
Gijkl containing R. Since R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GICR^y JVp'(l?)/ao4=l.
Thus (NG(R)nR>)iJkl has a nonidentity 2-subgroup. Let Q be a Sylow 2-sub-
group of (NG{R)I<iR^)ijkl and x an involution of Q. Then by assumption
| / ( 0 ) |<23 and | /(^) |<23. Hence by assumption and (2.1), | / (0) | = 7 or
23 and NNgUvi(w(Q)nQ:><A7 or M23 respectively and \I(x) | —7 or 23.
Now if any involution of NG(R)ICR:> fixing at least four points fixes exactly
seven points, then |/(i2)|=23 by Theorem 1 in [4], which is a contradiction.
Thus there is an involution fixing exactly twenty-three points in NG(R)ICR:>.
To complete the proof of (2.3) it is sufficient to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let Gbe a permutation group on fl= {1, 2, •••, n}, n>23. Let
Pbe a Sylow 2-subgroup of the stabilizer of any four points in G. Assume that P
satisfies the following conditions:
( i ) P fixes exactly seven or twenty-three points.
(ii) If | / ( P ) | = 7 , then NG(Py^<A7 and if | / ( P ) | = 2 3 , then
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(iii) Let x be any involution of P. Then \I(x) | = 7 or 23. Moreover
if |J(*)|=23, thenNG(GKx,y^<M23.
Then
(1) any involution of G fixes exactly seven or twenty-three points and
any central involution of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G fixes exactly twenty -
three points,
(2) the stabilizer of four points in G has an involution fixing exactly
twenty-three points.
Proof. If any involution of G fixing at least four points fixes exactly seven
points, then |H|=23 by Theorem 1 in [4], contrary to the assumption. Thus
there is an involution fixing twenty-three points.
Let y be an involution. Since | / (P) |=7 or 23, |fl| is odd and so \I(y)\
is odd. Suppose that | / ( j ; ) |=l and y={hi^){izi^". Since yeNG(Gili2hi4),
there is a Sylow 2-subgroup P' of Gili2isii such that y^NG(P'). By assump-
tion, NG(P')ICP'><A7 or M23. Hence \I(yrcP'>) | =3 or 7, which is a contradic-
tion. Thus |/(j;)|=t=l. If |/(jOI>4, then by assumption, \I(y)\ = 7 or 23.
Thus 1/(37)1=3, 7 or 23.
Now we remark that if j ; and y' are involutions such that |/(j>)|=23 and
yy'=?y> t h e n | J ( / / W ) I=7 or 23 since yfI^^NG{GI,y,)I^<M2Z.
Since there is an involution fixing exactly twenty-three points, let a be an
involution such that | /(#)|=23. We may assume that
Since #eiVG(G122425), there is an involution b of G122425 commuting with a.
Then by the remark above | I(bI(a>) \ =7 or 23. Furthermore b fixes 24, 25 which
are not contained in I(a). Thus by assumption, |/(6)|=23. Hence we may
assume that
b = (1) (2)-(7) (8 9) (10 11)..-(22 23) (24) (25)-(39)- .
Since ab=ba, we may assume that
a = (1) (2)-.(23) (24 25) (26 27)-(38 3 9 ) - .
Since <a, 6><ATG(G892425), there is an involution c of G892425 commuting with a
and b. Similarly \I(c) \ - 2 3 . Since iVG(G/Ca))/w, iVc(G/c»)/cw and iVG(G/Cc))'w
are subgroups of M23, we may assume that
e = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (16) (17) (18 19)
(20 22) (21 23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28 29) (30 31) (32 34) (33 35)
(36 38)(37 39)(40)(41)-(51)-.
Consequently we may assume that
a = (1) (2)-(23) (24 25) (26 27)-(50 5 1 ) - ,
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b = (1) (2).-(7) (8 9) (10 11)-.-(22 23) (24) (25)-(39) (40 41) (42 43)
(44 46) (45 47) (48 50) (49 5 1 ) - .
Now let u be a central involution of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing
<a, £, £>. Then by the remark above \I(u)\=7 or 23. Suppose by way of
contradiction that \I(u)\=7. Since u commutes with a, b and c, I(u) is con-
tained in I(a), I(b) and I(c). This is a contradiction since | /(a) fl I(b) fl /(c) | = 3
and |/(w)| = 7. Thus |/(z/)| = 23. By the conjugacy of Sylow 2-subgroups
of G, any central involution of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G fixes exactly twenty-
three points. Furthermore this shows that there is no involution fixing three
points by the remark above. Thus (1) holds.
Next by assumption, for any four points there is an involution x fixing these
four points. Then |J(a?)| = 7 or 23. If |/(aj)| = 7, then by what we have
proved above, there is an involution x' fixing exactly twenty-three points and
commuting with x. Since \I(x) | =7, I(x')^>I(x). Thus (2) holds.
From now on R denotes the 2-group as in (2.3).
2.4. Let ily i2y i3y i4 be any four points of £2. Then Gix i2 ,-3 ,-4 has exactly one
orbit of odd length (4= 1).
Proof. Let P' be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gh i2 h u. Since | I(P') \ = 7 , we
may assume that I(P')={i19 i2y i3, i4, i5, i6, i7}. Then from JVG(P')/cp/) = A7,
there is an element
Since x e G4l i2 h ,-4, three points i5y i6y i7 belong to the same Gh i2 h ,-4-orbit.
Since P' is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Gix i2 ,-31-4, this orbit is of odd length. Fur-
thermore by the conjugacy of Sylow 2-subgroups of Gix i2 ,-3 ,-4, this orbit is only
one Gh i2 iz ,-4-orbit of odd length (4= 1).
2.5. Let a be a 2-element of NG(R) such that aI(R:> is an involution fixing
twenty-three points and let {i1 i2) be a 2-cycle of aI(R:>. Set T=I(aICR^). For any
two points z, j of F G{ jili2 has exactly one orbit of odd length (4=1) by (2.5).
Hence we denote the intersection of the G{ . h i2-orbit of odd length (4= 1) and Y by
Afl i2(iy j) or merely A(iy j). Then we have
(1) | A ( i , i ) | ^
(2) IfA(iyj)E>kythenA(iyk)^j.
(3) If A(iy j) =>ky then there is a 2-element x of NG{R) such that xICR:>
is an involution commuting with aICR:>y \I(xICR>)\ = 23 and I(xnR^)~D
{i, j , ky ily i2}.
(4) Let x be a 2-element of NG(R) such that xICR:> is an involution fixing
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twenty-three points and commuting with aI(R:>. If x fixes i, jy ily i2y
then \A(iyj)f]I(xT)\=L
Proof. Since (ay R}<C.NG(Gi j h ,-2) and Gijili2 has exactly one orbit of
odd length (4=1), <ay R) fixes this G{ . h ,2-orbit as a set. Furthermore since
<tf, i?> is a 2-group, <ay i?> has fixed points in this G{ . h ,-2-orbit. Thus
I A(f,j)| > 1 . Clearly A(iyj)=A(jy i). Thus (1) holds.
By the 4-fold transitivety of G, \Gili2iJ: Gili2ijh\ = \Ghi2ik: Gili2ijk\y
where A^fc, /2, «, * , ; } . Thus (2) holds.
Let & be a point of A(z, j). Since a^NG{Gili2i Jk), a normalizes some
Sylow 2-subggroup P' of Gh i2 ,• y k containing R. Since & is a point of the
Gh i2 {y-orbit of odd length, P' is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of Git i2 {j. Set
Q=NP'(R). Since R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/c/?), 0/CR)=# 1. Then because
a^NG(Q) and I(R)a = I(R), there is an element # in Q such that x/ci?) is an
involution and commutes with aICR:>. Since I(Q)^I(P')^. {i,j, k, i19 /2}, 7(^)2
{hh^9i19i2}. Furthermore since NG(af<M23y | / (^ r) | = 7 or 23. On the
other hand xICR:> fixes two points k, I which are not in T. Hence by (2.3),
|I(xiai>) | =23. Thus (3) holds.
Let x be a 2-element of NG(R) satisfying the assumption of (4). Since
a^NG(<(xy xay /?», there is a Sylow 2-subgroup R of <#, xay R) such that
a(ENG(R). Then since RI(-R^=<xy(R\ there is a 2-element y of NG(R) such
thatjv/ci?:)==^/<:/?:> and R=(yy i?>. Since aGiVG(G,.y , l l 2) , # normalizes a Sylow
2-subgroup P ' of Gijhi2 containing R. Set I(P') = {i, j , iu i2y kly k2y k£.
Since NG(P')ICP'>=A7y we may assume that aIcp/>=(i) (j) (i, i2) (k, k2) {k3). Since
k3 is fixed by the Sylow 2-subgroup P' of Gt . h i2> k3 belongs to the G{ j h i2-
orbit of odd length (#= 1). Since I(xICR>)=I(yICR>) and any point of I(yICR>)—I(P')
belongs to a G{ . h /2-orbit of even length by (2.2) A(i, j) f] I(xT)= {kz}. Thus
(4) holds.
2.6. Let a be 2-element of NG(R) such that aICR:> is an involution fixing
twenty-three points and let (it i2) be any 2-cycle of aICR:>. Set T=I(aICR>) and
N=NG(R)ICR\ Then {CN{anR^){l i2f is one of the groups as in Lemma 1.
Proof. By (2.5), A^
 i2(i, j) in (2.5) and {CN{anRy)ix i2f satisfy the assump-
tions of Lemma 1. Hence (C^a1^^)^ ,-2)r is one of the goups as in Lemma 1.
By the assumption of the theorem, (2.3) and (2.6), N=NG(R)nR:> satisfies
the following conditions:
(1) Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the stabilizer of any four points
in N. Then | / (P) | = 7 and NN(P)IC^<A7 or | / (P) | = 23 and
(2) Any involution u of P fixes exactly seven or twenty-three points.
If |/(«)| = 23, then NN(u)I(U><M23 and for any 2-cycle (ij) of
u {CN{u){ j)ICU:> is one of the groups as in Lamma 1,
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In Lemma 3 we shall show that there is no group satisfying the above, conditions
(1) and (2). Then we shall complete the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 3. Let G be a permutation group on H = {1, 2, •••, n}, w>23.
Then there is no group which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the stabilizer of any four points
in G. Then | /(P)| = 7 and NG{Py^<A7 or | /(P)| = 23 and
(2) Any involution u of P fixes exactly seven or twenty-three points.
If \I(u)\ = 23, then CG(u)I(U^ < M23 and for any 2-cycle (ij) of u
(CG(z/),. j)1^ is one of the groups as in Lemma 1.
Proof. The proof will be given in various steps. Suppose by way of
contradiction that G is a counter-example to Lemma 3. The following (i) and
(ii) follow immediately from Lemma 2.
( i ) Any involution of G fixes exactly seven or twenty-three points and
any central involution of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G fixes exactly twenty-three points.
(ii) The stabilizer of any four points in G has an involution fixing exactly
twenty-three points.
(iii) Let Q be a 2-group fixing exactly twenty-three points. Then Q is
semiregular and elementary abelia\
Proof. By assumption, Q is semiregular. Suppose that Q has an element
x=(ijk /)•••. Then xEiNG(Gi - kt). Hence x normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup
P' of Gt j k /. By assumption, NG(P')IC^-:><A1 or M23. Hence x has a 2-cycle,
which is a contradiction. Thus Q is elementary abelian.
(iv) Let a be an involution fixing twety-three points and let (ij) be a
2-cycle of a. Then any involution of CG(a)i . fixes exactly twenty-three points.
If x and y are two distinct involutions of CG(a)i . such that xy=yxy then | I(x) fl
JO0n/(«)l=3.
Proof. Since CG(a)Ica:> is a subgroup of M23, two commuting involutions
with distinct fixed points have three fixed points in common. On the other
hand (CG(a)i j)na^ is one of the groups as in Lemma 1 which is isomorphic to a
subgroup of Mn, where Mn is embedded in M23 and has orbits of lengths 11
and 12, and two commuting invoutions in Mn of degree 11 have distinct fixed
points. Hence two commuting distinct involutions of (CG(a)i y ) / w have exactly
three fixed points in common. Thus xI(a>=yna> or | I(x) f] I(y) n I(a) | = 3 . If
xica)=yi(a)^ then Xy is an involution fixing I(a)f]{i,j} pointwise. Thus
| I(xy) | >23, contrary to the assumption (2). Hence | I(x) n I(y) fl I(a) | = 3 ,
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Since any involution of CG(a)i . fixes seven or twenty-three points of I(a)
and at least two points i, j which are not in I(a), by the assumption (2), any in-
volution of CG{a)i . fixes exactly twenty-three points.
(v) We may assume that there are three involutions a, b and c of the
following forms such that \I(a)\ = \I(b)\ = \I(c)\ =23 and <a, b> c) is elementary
abelian.
a = (1) (2)...(23) (24 25) (26 27)--(50 5 1 ) - ,
b = (1) (2)-(7) (8 9) (10 11).-(22 23) (24) (25)-(39) (40 41) (42 43)
(44 46) (45 47) (48 50) (49 51)..- ,
c = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (16) (17) (18 19)
(20 22) (21 23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28 29) (30 31) (32 34) (33 35)
(36 38) (37 39) (40) (41)—(51)— .
Proof. By (ii), there is an involution a fixing twenty-three points. We
may assume that
a = (l)(2)-(23)(24 2 5 ) - .
By (iv), there is an involution b of CG(a)24 25. We may assume that
b = (1) (2).-(7) (8 9) (10 II)-.(22 23) (24) (25)-(39)- .
Since <#, by<NG(G892425)> there is an involution c commuting with a and b.
By (iv), c fixes exactly twenty-three points. Hence we may assume that
c = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (16) (17) (18 19)
(20 22) (21 23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28 29) (30 31) (32 34) (33 35)
(36 38) (37 39) (40) (41)-(51)- .
Hence we my assume that
a = (1) (2)-(23) (24 25) (26 27)-(50 51 ) - ,
b = (1) (2)-(7) (8 9) (10 11)--(22 23) (24) (25) - (39) (40 41) (42 43)
(44 46) (45 47) (48 50) (49 51 ) - .
From now on a, b and c denote the elements as in (v).
(vi) Set T={C<Ja)u»ym. Let
b = bIm,
? = c / w ,
*, = (1) (2) (8) (3 9) (10 12) (11 15) (13 14) (4) (18 19) (16) (5 17) (20)
(6 21) (23) (7 22),
x2 = (1) (2) (10) (3 11) (8 12) (9 14) (13 15) (18) (4 19) (5) (16 17) (20)
(6 21) (22) (7 23),
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x3 = (1 2) (3) (8) (9) (12 13) (10 14) (11 15) (4) (5 6) (7) (16 20) (17 21)
(18 19) (22) (23),
xt = (1 2) (3) (8 13) (9 12) (10 11) (14) (15) (5) (4 7) (6) (16) (17) (20 21)
(18 23)(19 22),
x5 = (2) (8) (10) (1 12) (9 13) (3 15) (14 11) (4) (7) (17) (18) (5 23) (6 21)
(16 22) (19 20),
x6 = (3) (13) (10) (2 14) (1 8) (9 11) (12 15) (4) (5) (17) (22) (6 18) (7 20)
(16 21) (19 23),
yx = x°xs = (2)(3)(8)(1 9) (10 15)(11 13)(12 14)(20)(22)(421) (5 23)
(6) (17) (18 19) (7 16),
y2 = .* ," ,= (2) (3) (15) (114) (8 10) (9 13) (11 12) (4) (22) (20 21) (5 23)
(18) (16) (6 19) (7 17),
y3 = */*, = (2 3) (1) (12) (13) (8 11) (9 10) (14 15) (4) (5) (20) (21)
(22 23) (6 7) (16 19) (17 18).
Then T is isomorphic to one of the following groups, and hence we may identify T
with one of these groups:
(1) (b, c, *„ x2, x3y, which is isomorphic to Mn and has orbits {1, 2, 3, 8,
9, -••, 15} and {4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, - , 23} .
(2) (b} c, xly x2y x3x^}y which is isomrphic to Mlo and has orbits {1},
{2, 3, 8, 9, ..-, 15} and {4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, •-., 23} .
(3) <6, c, xly x2y, which is isomorphic to M lo* and has orbits {1}, {2, 3,
8, 9, - , 15}, {4, 5, 16, 17, 18, 19} and {6, 7, 20, 21, 22, 23} .
(4) <6, cy y19y29 x3x4y, which is isomorphic to N(MQ) and has orbits
{2, 3}, {1, 8, 9, .- , 15} and {4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, .- , 23} .
(5) <fc, c, yly y2y yzy,which is isomrphic to N(M9)* and has orbits {2, 3},
{1, 8, 9, ..-, 15}, {4, 5, 20, 21, 22, 23} and {6, 7, 16,17, 18, 19} .
(6) <5, Cy x5>, which is isomorphic to PSL(2, 11) and has orbits {1, 2, 3,
8, 9,..-, 15}, {7} and {4, 5, 6, 16, 17, - , 23} .
(7) <by Cy *6>, which is isomorphic to S5 and has orbits {1, 8, 9, 10, 11},
{2, 3, 12,13, 14, 15}, {4, 5} and {6, 7, 16, 17, - , 23} .
Proof. By the assumption (2), T is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
Mll9 M1Oy Mlo*, N(M9), N(M9)*, PSL{2, 11) or 55. In (3.16) and (3.17) of the
section 3 we shall show that these groups have the generators and the orbits as
in (vi).
(vii) Let Q be a 2-subgroup fixing exactly twenty-three points. If Q is a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G/((?), then Q is of order two and NG(Q)ICQ><M23.
Proof. Let I(Q)= {1, 2, •••, 23}. Suppose that the order of Q is at least
four. Then by (iii), Q has two involutions x and y. We may assume that
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x = (1) (2)-(23) (24 25) (26 2 7 ) - ,
Since <#, yy<NG(G24 25 26 27), there is an involution z of G24 25 26 27 fixing twenty-
three points and commuting with x and jy. By the assumption (2), we may assume
that
z = (1) (2)..-(7) (8 9) (10 11)..-(22 23) (24) (25) (26) ( 2 7 ) - .
Then <x,yy<CG(z)89 and \I(x)M(y)ni(z)\=79 contrary to (iv). Thus the
order of Q is two.
By the assumption (2), NG(Q)ICQ^<M23.
From now on set T=(CG(a)2i 2 5 ) / w and C=CG(a). Then by (vii), <a> is a
Sylow 2-subgroup of GICa>
(viii) Let x and y be involutions such that both x and y belong to CG(a)
fi CG(b) and * ' < a > = y >. Then * ' c » = y c » or (ya)Kb\
Proof. Since (*y ) 7 W =l and *yeCG(6), \I(xy)f}I(b)\=7 or 23. Hence
(xy)IQb:> is an involution or the identity. If (xy)Icb:> is the identity, then xIcb:>=
yKb:>, Next suppose that (ocy)Icb:> is an involution. Assume that 0/cw4=(ary)/cw.
Since xye^C, (ay xy)Icb:> is of order four. Hence G/Ca) has a subgroup (a, xyy
of order divisible by four, contrary to (vii). Thus a / c w=(ajy) / c w and so xIcb:>=
(ix) Let (ij) be any 2-cycle of a. If (C{ y ) / w is not isomrophic to MU9
then CIW contains {Ct ^ properly.
Proof. We may assume that (ij)=(24 25). Then C2425><ft, c>. By as-
sumption, T=(C24 25)Ka:> is one of the groups other than (1) in (vi). Suppose by
way of contradiction that T= CKa\ Then (C32 33)/c<') is a subgroup of T and
isomorphic to one of the groups other than (i) in Lemma 1, where 32 and 33 are
fixed by b and a has a 2-cycle (32 33).
Now we show that C32 33 has an element x such that xIca:>=cKa\ Since none
of groups Mlo*9 iV(M9)*, PSL(2y 11) or S5 as Lemma 1 contains any group as
Lemma 1 properly, if T is isomorphic to M lo*, N(M9)*, PSL(2, 11) or S5, then
(C32 3 3 ) 7 W = T. Hence C32 33 has an element x such that xIQa:>=cIca\ Next suppose
that T is isomorphic to Mlo. Then (C32 33)Ica:> is isomorphic to Mlo or M lo*. On
the other hand if a subgroup of T is isomorphic to M lo*, then this subgroup is the
group (3) in (vi). Thus (C32 3 3 ) / w = T or (C32 3 3 ) / w is the group (3) in (vi), and
so C32 33 has an element x such that xIca:>=cIca:>. Finally suppose that T is iso-
morphic to N(M9). Then (C32 33)/Cfl) is isomorphic to iV(Af9) or A^(M9)*. Similarly
if a subgroup of T is isomorphic to N(M9)*> then this subgroup is the group (5)
in (vi). Thus (C32 z,)Ka>=T or (C32 3 3 ) / w is the group (5) in (vi), and so C32 33
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has an element x such that xIca:>=cKa:>. Thus in any case C32 33 has an element
x such that xKa^=cKa\
Then x is an involution on I(a)[j {32, 33}. Since x2 fixes I(a)\J {32, 33}
pointwise and \I(a) U {32, 33} | =25, x2 is odd order. Hence xs is an involution,
where s is a suitable odd integer. Set c'=xs. Then C32 33 has an involution cr such
that cfKa^=cKa\ Then 6c7 is an involution on I(a) U {32, 33}. Since (be')2 fixes
I(a) U {32, 33} pointwise and \I(a) U {32, 33} | =25, (fo')2 is of odd oder. Hence
be' is of order 2r, where r is an odd integer. Set c"=b(bc')r. Then c" is an
involution commuting with b and c"Ica>=cIca\ Since c/(6)=(32 34) (33 35) — ,
(33)-.. and aK»=(32 33) - , fcc")™5*1* ^ contrary to (viii).
(x) Ltf* # be a 2-element of C such that xKa:> is an involution. If there is
an involution y in C such that \I(y) | =23 and xKa:> and yKa:> are conjugate in C/(a:>,
then x is an involution fixing twenty-three points.
Proof. By assumption, there is an element z of C such that (a;*)/ca)==y/c<o.
Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of <x\y, ay. Since i?/w=<j>>7ca), the order of
i ? / w is two. By (vii), jRJCfl)=<a>. Thus the order of R is four. This implies
that both <#*, ay and <y> ay are Sylow 2-subgroups of <#*, yf ay. Hence x* is
conjugate to y or ya. Thus x is conjugae to the involution y or ya which fixes
exactly twenty-three points by (iv). Hence x is an involution fixing twenty-three
points.
(xi) Let x and y be distinct involutions of C — <a> such that xy=yx,
I(xHa:>)=I(yKa:>) and x^ya. If z is an involution of C — (a) fixing twenty-three
points and commuting with x and y, then
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that I(xKa^)^I(zIW). Set H=
<X y, ay- Then H is an elementary abelian group of order eight. Since I(HKa:>)
=I(xIca:>)^I(zIca:>)J any element of H — (dy fixes the same three points of I(a)f]
I(z) and four points of I(z)-(I(z)f] I (a)). Since | #-<<*> | = 6 and | /(*)-(/(*)
C\I(a)) I =16, there are two involutions u and v of H—(ay such that u and v fix
the same points /, j of I(z)—(I(z) fl I(a))y where (ij) is a 2-cycle of a. Then u
and v are involutions of C{ . and I{uIca:>)=I(vIca^)i contrary to (iv).
(xii) CIQa:> is intransitive and has no orbit of length twenty-two. Fur-
thermore it is impossible that CKa:> has two orbits T and A such that | T | = 2 , | A |
= 2 1 and (CIQa^)r is doubly tarnsitive on A.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that (xii) is false. Then we show
first that there is a 2-element
« = (1) (2) - (7) (8 16) (9 17)...
in Csuch that xTW commutes with b and e, First suppose that C / w is transi-
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tive. Then CKa:> is M2Z or contained in a group of order 23.11 (see [1], p. 235).
The latter case does not occur since CIca:> has an ivnolution. Thus C 7 W is M23.
Since
5 = (1) (2)-(7) (8 9) (16 17) -
and
? = ( 1 ) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (16) ( 1 7 ) - ,
C has a 2-element x as above. Next suppose that CKa:> has an orbit of length
twenty-two. Then CIca:> is a subgroup of M22. Since M22 has no proper transitive
subgroup on twenty-two points (see [1], p. 235), C 7 W is M22. Since T=(C24 25)7W
is contained in C7ca) and CIca:> has an orbit of length one, T is isomrphic to Mlo,
M10* or PSL(2y 11) by (vi). Hence by (vi), the C7w-orbit of length one is {1} or
{7}. Hence similarly to the case above C 7 ^ has a 2-element x as above. Finally
suppose that C 7 W has two orbits F and A such that | F | =2 , | A | =21 and (C7 W) r
is doubly transitive on A. Since T is contained in C7 W and C7Cfl) has an orbit
of length two, T is isomorphic to N(M9), N(M9)* or S5 by (vi). Hence by (vi),
F is {2, 3} or {4, 5} and contained in /(&). Let M be a normalizer of a Sylow
2-subgroup of (CIca))K» in (C7 w) r . Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of (CKa>)IC» is
a Sylow 2-subgroup of a stabilizer of two points of A in (CIca^)v by a lemma of
E. Witt ([6], Theorem 9.4), M is doubly transitive on I(b)—T. Hence M has
an element u of order five and fixing exactly one point of I(a)—l(b). Since a
Sylow 2-subgroup of (C7W) /C^ is {CIQa^)IC-& and a semiregular 2-group on /(a)
—7(5), w is a nonidentity automorphism of (C/Cfl))/Cj) induced by conjugation by
u. Since (C/Cflt:>)/(^ is of order at most sixteen and u is of order five, (C /ca)) /c^
is of order sixteen. On the other hand since c is a transposition on I(b) — F, the
normalizer of (CIca>)lC» in C / w is S5 on / ( 6 ) - F . Thus (C / W ) r is doubly
transitive on A and a stabilizer of two points of A in (CIca\ is of order divisible
by 3-16. Hence CIca:>=NM23(M21), and so similarly to the case above C has a
2-element x as above.
Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of <a, 6, £, #> containing <«, b, c). Then i?/c<°
=<0, by cy x>Ica\ Hence there is an element xf of R such that a/7^^*70^. Since
C/CflE)=M23, M22 or NM23(M21), any involution of C 7 W is conjugate to b or £ in
Cna\ Hence by (x), i? is elementary abelian. Since /(5)=/(* / 7W), from (xi)
we have that I(b)=I(c), which is a contradiction.
(viii) It is impossible that C 7 W has an orbit of length fourteen.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that CIca:> has an orbit of length
fourteen. Then by (vi), T is isomorphic to N(M9) or A (^M9)*, which has orbits of
lengths 2, 9, 12 or 2, 9, 6, 6 respectively. Hence C 7 W has orbits of lengths 9, 14.
On the other hand M2Z has not a maximal subgroup having orbits of lengths 9,14
(see [1], p. 235). Hence if C / w has orbits of lengths 9, 14, then the maximal
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subgroup of M23 containing CIca:> is transitive and so of order 23. 11 (see [1], p.
235). This is a contradiction since the order of C 7 ^ is even, Thus (xiii) holds.
(xiv) It is impossible that C / w has an orbit of length fifteen.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that C /ca) has an orbit of length
fifteen. Then by (vi), T is isomorphic to N(M^)* or S5y which has orbits of leng-
ths 2,9, 6,6 or 5,6,2,10 respectively. Hence C / w has orbits of lengths 2,6,15
or 8,15.
First we show that if C / w has orbits of lengths 2, 6,15 then CA is S6, where
A is the C/ca:)-orbit of length six. In the case T~N{M^)*y we may assume that
A= {4,5,20,21,22,23}. In the acse T~S5y A= {2,3,12,13,14,15}. Suppose
that (C/W)A4= 1. Since | A | = 6 and C / W<M 2 3 , (C /W)A is an elementary abelian
2-group and so (C /W)A has exactly one orbit of length one in I(a) — A. On the
other hand (C / W)A is a normal subgroup of CIca\ Hence C / w has an orbit of
length one in I(a) — A, which is a contradiction. Thus (C /cfl))A=l. Hence CA
is isomorphic to C / w and so contains TA properly. First assume that T is iso-
morphic to N(M9)*. Since C / w has an orbit of length fifteen, CA has an element
of order five. Since | A | =6, CA is doubly transitive. Furthermore CA is of order
divisible by 5- | TA\ and has an odd permutation cA. Hence by [5], CA is iso-
morphic to S6. Next assume that T is isomorphic to S5. Since CA contains TA
properly, CA is *S6 by [5].
Next we show that if C / w has orbits of lengths 8,15, then CA/ contains A8y
where A7 is the Cc/a)-orbit of length eight. In the case T~iV(M9)* we may
assume that A'= {2, 3,4,5,20,21,22,23}. In the case T~S5 A'= {4,5,2,3,12,
13,14,15}. Take two points 2,4 of A'. In the case T~iV(M9)*, T2=<y19 cyz>
has orbits of lengths 1, 6 on A'— {2} and T4—<#, y2y yzy has no orbit of length
one in A7— {4}. In the case T~S5y T4=<6, x6, x^y has orbits of lengths 1, 6 on
A ' - {4} and T2=<b, (bx6c)xs> has no orbit of length one in A 7 - {2}. Since A'
is an orbit of C, C2 is conjugate to C4. Hence C2 is transitive on A'— {2} and so
CA/ is doubly transitive on A'. Furthermore since C / w has an orbit of length
fifteen, C / w has an element of order five. Since an element of order five fixes
exactly three points and | Ar | =8 , CA/ has an element of order five. Thus by [5],
CA/ contains A8.
Hence there is an involution d in C such that d is conjugate to b and has the
following form: If T is isomorphic to N(M9)*y then
d=(2) (3) (4) (5) (20 23) (21 22) .- ,
and if T is isomorphic to S5y then
rf= (2) (3) (4) (5) (12 15) (13 14)....
Since <b, rf/Cfl)><(C/(<2))2345, I(b)=I(dna>) and (bd)1^ is an involution. Hence
(bd)s is a 2-element (4=1), where s is a suitable odd integer. Since {[bd)s)IQa:> is
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conjugate +o b and of order two, (bd)s is an involution by (x). Thus (bd)s is a
central involution of a dihedral group <jb, dy. Set d/=b(bd)s. Then df is an
involution commuting with b and has the same form as d on I (a). Furthermore
(«O / W=(1) (6) (7) (2 3) (4 5) (20 21) (22 23) - . or (1) (6) (7) (2 3) (4 5) (12 13)
(14 15)..-. Thus (cd')na:> is an involution. Hence by the same argument as
above, d"—c(cdf)r is an involution commuting with c and d"Ica:>—d/I':a:'=dI(a:>,
where r is a suitable odd integer. Since b commutes with c and d\ b commutes
with d". Furthermore I(b)=I(d"Ica^) and dff^ba. On the other hand c is an
involution commuting with b and dn and fixing twenty-three points. Hence by
(xi) I(b)=I(c), which is a contradiction.
(xv) It is impossible that C 7 W has an orbit of length eight.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that C 7 ^ has an orbit of length
eight. Then by (vi), T is isomorphic to N(MJ)* or 55, which has orbits of lengths
2, 9, 6, 6 or 5, 6, 2, 10 respectively. Since C 7 W has no orbit of length fiftten by
(xiv), C 7 W has orbits of lengths 8,9,6 or 5, 8,10. Since the C7W-orbit of length
eight is A' as in the proof of (xiv), by the same argument as is used in (xiv) CA' is
doubly transitive on A''. Hence C 7 ^ has an element of order seven which fixes
exactly two points. On the other hand C 7 W has an orbit of length six or five,
which must be fixed by an element of order seven poinrwise. Thus we have a
contradiction.
(xvi) It is impossible that C/Cfl) has an orbit of length sixteen.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that C 7 W has an orbit of length
sixteen. Then by (vi), T is isomorphic to Mlo* or *S5, which has orbits of lengths
1, 10, 6, 6 or 5, 6, 2, 10 respectively. Hence C 7 W has orbits of lengths 1, 6, 16
or 2, 5, 16 or 7, 16. Let A be the C7W-orbit of length sixteen. Set T=I(a) — A
and E={Cn°\. Since | T | =7 , C r is a subgroup of S7 and so a Sylow 2-sub-
group of C r is of order at most sixteen. On the other hand since (C7W)2 has an
involution 5, where 2 G A , and | A| =16, the order of C / w is divisible by 16-2.
Hence C r is not isomorphic to CIC"\ Since C r is isomrphic to C / w / £ , E*l.
Now we show that the order of E is sixteen and any two involutions of E are
conjugate. Since T is isomorphic to Mlo* or S5, T contains a T-orbit of length
six or five on which T is A6 or S5 respectively. Hence CIca:> has an element U of
order three and fixing four points of V and an element v of order five and fixing
two points of T. Since | I(u) | = 5 and | I(V) \=3,u and v fix exactly one point of
A. Since A is a C^^-orbit, we may assume that u and V fix the same point i of
A. Then <w, £> is transitive on A— {/} and so C 7 ^ is doubly transitive on A.
On the other hand E is a normal subgroup of CIca:> and semiregular on A. Hence
E is regular on A. Thus the order of E is sixteen. Furthermore since <«, Vs}
acts transitively on E— {1} by conjugation, any two involutions of E are conjugate.
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Let x and *' be 2-elements of C such that xI^=x/I^^E- {1}. Then x2
and xn are contained in <a> which is of order two. Hence the orders of x and
x
f
 are two or four. Assume that the order of x is four and the order of xr is two.
Then <#, *'> / w:=<>> / w and <*, <>/c*)><*2>^<>> by (vii). Hence a Sylow
2-subgroup of <x, #')> is of order four. This implies that both <V> and <(#', CL) are
Sylow 2-subgroups of <#, #'> and not conjugate, which is a contradiction. Thus
x and a/ are of the same order. Then since any two involutions of E are conju-
gate, every 2-elements of C r —<a> have the same order. Let Q be a Sylow 2-sub-
group of C r . Then QT^=E and QICa>=<a>. Hence 0 is of order 16-2. If
every elements of Q — <a> are of order four, then a is the only one involution of
Q. Hence Q is a cyclic or generalized quaternion group. This is impossible
since QIQa:> is an elementary abelian goup of order sixteen and isomorphic to
Ql^a). Hence Q is elementary abelian. Since b normalizes C r , we may assume
that b normalizes Q. Since b fixes exactly four points of A and QIca:> is regular
on A, CQTC^ (b) is of order four. Hence there are two involutions y and z in
Q — <V> such that both yIca:> and zIca:> commute with b a n d j 7 ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ . Suppose
that b commutes with neither y nor z. Then since (y»yb)IC-a:>=(z.zb)Ica>= 1, yb
=ya and zb=za. Hence (yz)b=yaza=yz and yz^a. Hence we may assume
that b commutes with y. Then y fixes exactly three points of I(b) f] I (a) and four
points of I(b) — (I(b)r\I(a)). Hence there is a 2-cycle (ij) of a such that C, y >
<(&, yy. Since (Ct- j)Ica:> is a subgroup of C/Cfl:>, F is unions of C,- y-orbits. Since
| r | =7 , by the assumption (2) (C,- y)/ca:> is isomorphic to Mlo* or *S5 and has orbits
of lengths 1, 6 or 2, 5 on V respectively. Therefore ((C,
 y ) / w ) r = l . However
j ; / < : a : ) fixes F pointwise. Thus we have a contradiction.
(xvii) It is impossible that CIca:> has an orbit of length seven.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that Cua:> has an orbit of length
seven. Then by (vi) T is isomorphic to Mlo* or S5> which has orbits of lengths
1, 10, 6, 6 or 5, 6, 2, 10 respectively. Hence C1^ has orbits of lengths 7, 10, 6
or 7, 16. Then CI(a:> has an element of order seven. Since an element of order
seven fixes exactly two points, it is impossible that C 7 W has orbits of lengths
7, 10, 6. By (xvi), the second case does not occur. Thus (xvii) holds.
(xviii) It is impossible that Cua:> has an orbit of length nine.
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that Cna:> has an orbit of length
nine. Then by (vi), T is isomorphic to N(MQ) or A (^M9)*, which has orbits of
lengths 2, 9, 12 or 2, 9, 6, 6 respectively. By (xiii) and (xv), C/Cfl) has no orbit
of length fourteen or eight. Hence CI(P:> has orbits of lengths 2, 9, 12 or
2, 9, 6, 6, where the orbit of length two is {2, 3} and the orbit of length nine is
{1, 8, 9, •••, 15}. Since Cc/tf) is a subgroup of M23, the order of (C/Cfl))231 is a
divisor of 20*48. Since an element of order five fixes exactly three points and
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there are C7ca)-orbits of lengths 2, 12 or 2, 6, 6, C 7 ^ has no element of order
five. Suppose that {Cn°\31 has an element of order three. Since (C 7 0 ^ )^
(C7W)231 and {1, 8, 9,---, 15} is a C7c">-orbit of length nine, C7C"> is of order
divisible by 33. This is a contradiction because M23 has no subgroup of order 33.
Thus (CIQa^)231 is a 2-group. Furthermore T is primitive on {1, 8, 9, •••, 15}.
Hence by [5], the order of C 7 ^ is 144 and so C 7 W is isomorphic to N(M9).
Hence by (ix), T is not isomorphic to N(M9). Hence T is isomorphic to N(M9)*.
Take (C32 33)7C"\ where 32, 33 are fixed by b and a has a 2-cycle (32 33). Then
by (ix), (C32 33)/ca) is isomorphic to iV(M9)* and so (C32 33)7ca)= T. Thus C32 33 has
an element x such that c=xIca:>. Then by the same argument as is used in (ix),
we have a contradiction. Thus (xviii) holds.
(xix) It is impossible that C7Cfl) has an orbit of length thirteen or seventeen.
Proof. M23 has no element of order thirteen or seventeen. Hence (xix)
holds.
(xx) If C 7 ^ has an orbit of length eleven, then C 7 W is isomorphic to Mn.
Proof. An element of order eleven has two 11-cycles and fixes one point.
Hence by (xii), C7ca) has orbits of lengths 11, 1, 11 or 11, 12. First assume
that C7ca° has orbits of lengths 11, 1, 11. Then by (vi), T is isomorphic to
PSL(2, 11). Hence by (ix), C 7 W contains T properly. This is a contradiction
since PSL(2, 11) is a maximal subgroup of M?2 (see [1], p. 235). Next assume
that C /ca) has orbits of lengths 11, 12. Then the maximal subgroup of M23 con-
taining CIca:> is isomorphic to Mn or of order 23-11 (see [1], p. 235). However
the latter case dose not occur since CIca:> is of even order. Suppose that C7cfl) is
isomorphic to a proper subgroup of Mn. Since the maximal subgroup of Mn
whose order is divisible by 11 is PSL(2, 11), C / w is isomorphic to a subgroup of
PSL(2y 11). Hence T is isomorphic to PSL(2y 11) and so CIW=T, contrary
to (ix). Hence C /ca) is isomorphic to Mn .
(xxi) Cna:> is isomorphic to Mlv
Proof. T is one of the seven groups of (vi). In the following we treat
seven cases separately.
(1) Let T be isomorphic to Mn. Then T is a maximal subgroup of
M23 (see [1] p. 235). Hence if C / w contains T properly, then C / w is Af23, con-
trary to (xii). Thus CIca>= T and so C 7 w is isomorphic to Mu.
(2) Let T be isomorphic to Mlo. Then the lengths of the T-orbits
are 1, 10, 12. By (xii) and (xix), C 7 W has no orbit of length 22, 23 or 13.
Hence C 7 W has orbits of lengths 1, 10, 12 or 11, 12. By (ix), C 7 W contains T
properly. Hence the first case does not occur because Mlo is a maximal subgroup
of M22 (see [1], p. 235). In the second case CI(a:> is isomorphic to Mn by (xix).
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(3) Let T be isomorphic to Mlo*. Then the lengths of the T-orbits
are 1, 10, 6, 6. By (xii), (xvi), (xvii) and (xix), C / w has no orbit of length 23,
22, 16, 7, 13 or 17. Hence the lentghs of the C /w-orbits are one of the
following:
(a) 1, 10, 6, 6, (b) 1, 10, 12, (c) 11, 6, 6, (d) 11, 12.
First consider the case (a). Since C /ca) contains T properly, CI(a:> is con-
tained in NM22(E) (see [1], p. 235), where E is an elementary abelian 2-group of
order sixteen and fixing seven points of I(a). Set A=I(E). Since C 7 W contains
T properly and | A |=7 , (C/ca))A is a nonidentity elementary abelian 2-group.
Since CIca>/(CIca>)± = A6> (C / W)A has an automorphisum group which is iso-
morphic to A6. Hence (Cla:>)A is of order sixteen and has an orbit of length
sixteen. This is a contradiction. Thus the case (a) does not occur.
Next consider the case (b). Then C/(tf) is isomorphic to Mlo. Take
(C32 33)JC"\ where 32, 33 are fixed by b and a has a 2-cycle (32 33). Then by
(ix), (C32 33)/ca) is isomorphic to Mlo* and so (C32 3 3 ) / w = T. Thus C32 33 has an
element x such that c—xIca:>. Then by the same argument as in (ix), we have a
contradiction. Thus the case (b) does not occur.
Finally consider the cases (c) and (d). Since C/Cfl) has an orbit of length
eleven, CI(a:> is isomorphic to Mtl by (xx). Thus the lengths of the C /w-orbits
are 11, 12 and the case (c) does not occur.
(4) Let T be isomorphic to N(M)9. Then the lengths of the T-orbits
are 2, 9, 12. By (xii), (xiii) and (xviii), C / w has no orbit of length 23, 14 or 9.
Hence the lengths of the C/ca:)-orbits are one of the following:
(a) 2,21, (b) 11,12.
First consider the case (a). Since I \ = <5, c, #3#4>, the 7\-orbits on
I(a)- {1, 2, 3} are {8, 9, ••, 15}, {4, 5, 6/1} and {16, 17, •••, 23}, whoes lengths
are 8, 4 and 8 respectively. Since T6-=<5, c, y^, the 7>orbits on I(a)— {6,2, 3}
are {1, 8, 9}, {10, 11, - , 15}, {4, 5, 20, 21, 22, 23}, {7, 16, 17} and {18, 19},
whose lengths are 3, 6, 6, 3, and 2 respectively. Since 1 and 6 are contained
in the same C /w-orbit, {CKa\ and (C / w ) 6 are conjugate in C / w and so the
(C /W) rorbits and (C/w)6-orbits h a v e t h e s a m e lengths. Thus {CIQa\ is transi-
tive or has orbits of lengths eigtht and twelve on I(a)— {1, 2, 3}.
Suppose that {Caa\ has two orbits on I(a)- {1, 2, 3}. Then {8, 9, •••, 15}
and {4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, ..., 23} or {4, 5, . - , 15} and {16, 17, ••-, 23} are the
(C /W) rorbits. In the first case <(C/C"% T> has an orbit {1, 8, 9, - , 15} of
length nine and <(CIca% T>1=(C/ca))1 has an orbit of length twelve. Hence
^(C7^)!, Ty has a subgroup of order 33. This is a contradiction since M23 has
no subgroup of order 33. In the second case set A={4, 5, •••, 15}. Let x be
an involution of C/Ctf) and conjugate to b in {CIC-ay)v Since 5 fixes three points
2, 3, 1 and exactly four points of the (C/ca))-orbit A, x, fixes three points 2, 3, 1
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and exactly four points of A. We may assume that x fixes a point 9 of A which
is not fixed by b. Then J(5)4=/(*) and so |/(5) fU(*) I <3 . Hence 1(1) (M(x)=
{1, 2, 3}. Since b fixes four points 4, 5, 6, 7 of A and x fixes a point 9 of A, x
fixes exactly three points of A-{4, 5, 6, 7, 9} = {8, 10,11, •••, 15}. On the other
hand j>x is an element of T and fixes {1, 2, 3, 9} as a set which is contained in
/(*). Hence yt fixes I(x) as a set. Then since ^ = ( 8 ) (10 15) (11 13) (12 14)
on {8, 10, 11, - , 15} and \I(x)r\ {8, 10, 11, ••, 15} | = 3 , J ( * ) B 8 and so /(*)=>
{1, 2, 3, 8, 9}. Thus b fixes I(x) as a set because {1, 2, 3, 8, 9}*= {1, 2, 3, 8, 9}.
Hence (b, j \> fixes I(x) as a set. However since x has fixed points in the
<b, j^-orbits {10, 11, •••, 15}, I(x)ZD {10y 11, •••, 15}, which is a cntradiction.
Thus (Cna\ is transitive on I{a)— {1, 2, 3} and so C/c<° is doubly transitive
on I(a) - {2, 3}. Since (C / w ) 2 3 is a normal subgroup of CI(a\ {CKa\ 3 is transi-
tive on I(a)- {2, 3}. Furthermore the order of C J W is divisible by 21-20.
Hence CIca:> has an element of five fixing exactly three points. Hence (Ctca^)12 3
has an element of order five which has no fixed points in I{a)— {1, 2, 3}. On
the other hand T123=<b, x3x4i (x3x4)cy has three orbits {8, 9, •••, 15}, {4, 5, 6, 7}
and {16, 17, •••, 23}, whose lengths are 8, 4 and 8 respectively. Hence
{Cia\23 is transitive on I(a)- {1, 2, 3}. Thus (C / w ) 2 3 is doubly transitive on
I(a)— {2, 3}, contrary to (xii).
In the case (b) by (xix), CIca:> is isomrphic to Mn .
(5) Let T be isomorphic to N(M9)*. Then the lengths of the T-orbits
are 2, 9, 6, 6. By (xiij, (xiii), (xiv), (xv), (xviii) and (xix), C / w has no orbit of
length 23, 14, 15, 8, 9 or 17. Hence the lengths of the C /w-orbits are one of
the following:
(a) 2, 21, (b) 11, 6, 6, (c) 11, 12.
First consider the case (a). Set A= {1, 4, 5, •••, 23} which is the C /w-orbit
of length twenty-one. Since 711=<6, c, jy3>, the 7\-orbits on I{a)— {2, 3, 1} are
{8, 9, 10, 11}, {12, 13, 14, 15}, {4, 5}, {6, 7}, {16, 17, 18, 19} and {20, 21, 22,
23}, whose lengths are 4, 4, 2, 2, 4 and 4 respectively. Since Ti = <bf y29 j>3>,
the 7>orbits on I(a)- {2, 3, 4} are {1, 14, 15}, {8, 9, - , 13}, {5, 22, 23}, {6, 7,
16, 17, 18, 19} and {20, 21}, whose lengths are 3, 6, 3, 6 and 2 respectively.
Since 1 and 4 belong to the C /w-orbit A, {C^a\ and (C / w ) 4 are conjugate in
C /ca) and so the (C/(fl))rorbits and the (C/w)4-orbits have the same lengths.
Thus the lengths of the (C^^-orbits on A— {4} are one of the following:
(a.l) 2, 6, 12, (a.2) 2, 18, (a.3) 8, 6, 6, (a.4) 8, 12, (a.5) 14, 6,
(a.6) 20.
First consider the cases (a.l) and (a.2). Since a point 4 belongs to the
C/ca)-orbit of length twenty-one and {2, 3} is a C7cfl)-orbit of length two,
| C / c ) . ( C " w ) 2 8 j = 2 . 2 1 . Hence |C / a ) : (C / w)2 3 4 , -y | <4-21, where {ij} is the
(C/ca))4-orbit of length two in A. On the other hand T is of order 9-8. Hence
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(C7W)2 3 41 j is of order divisible by two and so has an involution x. Then since
(C / w)4 fixes a subset {2, 3, 4, z, j} of /(*) with cardinality five, {CKa\ fixes
I(X). Hence (C / w ) 4 fixes / ( * ) - {2, 3, 4, i , ; } . Thus / ( * ) - {2, 3, 4, i, j } is a
union of two (C/ca))4-orbits of length one or a (C/c<3tJ)4-orbit of length two in
A— {4, i, j}, which is a contradiction.
Next consider the cases (a.3) and (a.4). Let i be a point of A (1 /(5) and
r be the (C /W) rorbit of length eight. Then we show that | r n/(5) | =(= 2.
Suppose by way of contradiction that | m / ( 5 ) | = 2 . Set {j, ft} = m/ (&) .
Since | C / W : (C J W)8 8 , |=2-21 and T is of order 9-8, (CIW)2Zi is of order
divisible by 3 and so has an element u of order three. Since r is a (C/w)f.-orbit
of length eight and u fixes exactly five points, u fixes exactly two points of r .
Hence we may assume that u fixes the point j of r fl/(5). Then u fixes a subset
{2, 3, i,j} of I(b) with cardinality four. Hence u fixes l(b). Since /(&) contains
{2, 3, 4, t,y, ft}, u has a 3-cycle (ft ft' ft") in 7(6). On the other hand u is an
element of (C / w ) , and ft is a point of the (C7j*>)rorbit r - H e n c e ik> k'> k") i s
contained in T and so contained in T(M(b). This is a contradiction since
r n i(B)= {/, ft}. Thus | r n /(5) | #= 2.
Since 7>orbits on A - {4} are {1, 14, 15}, {8, 9, • •, 13}, {5, 22, 23}, {6, 7,
16, 17, 18, 19} and {20, 21}, the (C / w)4-° r b it of length eigth is {20, 21, 1, 14,
15, 5, 22, 23}, {20, 21, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19} or {20, 21, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}.
Hence by what we have proved above, the (C/ca))4-orbit of length eight is {20,
21, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}. Similarly since T6 = <b, c, y^ has orbits {1, 8, 9},
{10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}, {4, 5, 20, 21, 22, 23}, {18, 19}, and {7, 16, 17} on
A—{6}, by what we have proved above the (C/cfl))6-orbit of length eight is
{18, 19, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. Therefore |(C'W)4: {C^\ 121 = | (C / w ) 6 :
(C / w)6 J =8 . Since | (C«*>)41 = |(C"w)61 = | (C« a%\ , 4 and 6 belong to the
(C/w)12-orbit of length eight. On the other hand T12=Txy2c has orbits {4, 20,
22, 23} and {6, 7, 16, 19}. Hence the (C/w)12-orbit of length eight is {4, 20,
22, 23, 6, 7, 16, 19}. Since T={20, 21, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13} is a (ClQa\-ovbit
of length eight, by the same argument as is used above for u, {CRa\
 3 4 has an
element v which is of order three and fixes 12 and exactly one more point of F.
Since V is also an element of (CKa^)12, V fixes exactly two points of the {CKa\2-
orbit of length eight. Hence v fixes exactly five points 2, 3, 4, 12, 20 because
the (C/w)4-orbit of length eight and (C/w)12-orbit of length eight have exactly
one point 20 in common. On the other hand T has an element by2=(2) (3) (4)
(20) (21) (9 10 12) (8 13 11)- . Thus <£, ^ 2 ><(C / w ) 2 3 4 2 0 . Since v fixes one
point 12 and have two 3-cycles and by2={2\) (9 10 12) (18 13 11) on T - {20},
(CJca))23420 is transitive or has tow orbits {21, 9, 10, 12} and {8, 11, 13} on
r - {20}. In the first case sine | T - {20} | =7 , (C/ctf))23420 has an element of
order seven. This is a contradiction since an element of order seven fixes exactly
two points. In the second case since | {21, 9, 10, 12} | = 4 and | {8, 11, 13} | = 3 ,
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there is an involution x fixing {2, 3, 4, 20, 8, 11, 13} pointwise. This is a con-
tradiction sicne yx fixes four points 2, 3, 4, 8 of I(x) but does not fix I(x).
In the case (a.5), there is an element of order seven which fixes a (CIca:>)4-orbit
of length six pointwise. This is a contradiction.
Finally consider the case (a.6). Then C/C<l) is doubly transitive on A. Since
(C / w ) 2 3 is normal in CKa\ (C / w ) 2 3 is transitive on A. Since {CI(-a\ has an
orbit of length twenty, {CI(-a\ has an element of order five, which fixes the
(CKa\-orb\t {2,3} pointwise. Thus (C / w ) 1 2 3 has an element of order five.
On the other hand since T123=(b, cy3y, the lengths of the T123-orbits on A-{1}
are 4, 4, 2, 2, 4, 4. Hence (C / w ) 1 2 3 is transitive or has two orbits of length 10
on A-{1}. Furthermore since T23A=(b, ( j^J^X the lengths of the T234-orbits
are 3, 6, 2, 3, 3 on A-{4}. Since (C / w ) 2 3 1 is conjugate to (C / w)2 3 4 , (C / w)2 3 4
has no orbit of length ten in A-{4}. Thus (C / w ) 2 3 is doubly transitve on A.
contrary to (xii).
(6) Let T be isomorphic to PSL(2, 11). Then the lengths of the
T-orbits are 11, 1, 11. By (xii), C / w has no orbit of length twenty-three or
twenty-two. Hence C / w has an orbit of length eleven. Thus by (xx), C / w
is isomorphic to Mn.
(7) Let T be isomorphic to £5. Then the lengths of the T-orbits are
5, 6, 2, 10. By (xii), (xiv), (xv), (xvi), (xvii), and (xix), C / w has no orbit of
length 23, 15, 8, 16, 7, 13 or 17. Hence the lengths of the C /w-orbits are one
of the following:
(a) 5, 6, 2, 10, (b) 5, 6, 12, (c) 5, 18, (d) 11, 2, 10, (e) 11, 12,
(f) 2, 21.
First consider the cases (a) and (b). Let A be the C/cflE)-orbit of length six.
Suppose that (C/W)A4= 1. Since | A | =6, (C /W)A is a 2-group and fixes exactly
one more point i which is not contained in A. Since (C /W)A is normal in CKa\
C / w fixes the point i9 which is a contradiction. Hence (C / W)A=1 and so C / w
^ C A . By (iv), C / w contains T properly. Hence CA contains TA properly.
Since TA is isomorphic to 55, CA is S6 . Let j be a point of the C /w-orbit of
length five. Then | C / w : (C / w ) y | =5 . This is a contradiction since S6 has no
subgroup of index five.
Next consider the case (c). Since the C /w-orbit of length eighteen contains
4 and the order of T4 is \S5\/2, the order of C / w is divisible by 33. This is a
contradiction since the order of M23 is not divisible by 33.
In the cases (d) and (e) by (xx), C1^ is isomorphic to Mn. Thus the
lengths of the C /w-orbits are 11, 12 and the case (d) does not occur.
Finally consider the case (f). Then the Cy^-orbit of length two is {4,5}.
Set A = / ( « ) - {4, 5}. Since Tx=<Jb, cy cx*>y the 2>orbits on A - {1} are {8, 9,
10, 11}, {2, 3, 12, 13, 14, 15}, {6, 7, 20, 21, 22, 23} and {16, 17, 18, 19}, whose
lengths are 4, 6, 6 and 4 respectively. Since T3=(b, (bcxs)cxecy, the T3-orbits on
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A - {3} are {1, 8, 9, 10, 11}, {2, 12, 13, 14, 15} and {6, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23}, whose lengths are 5, 5 and 10 respectively. Since {CUQa\ is conjugate
to (C / c a% (C / w ) 3 is transitive or has two orbits of length ten on A—{3}.
Suppose that {CHa\ has two orbits of length ten. Then {1, 2, 8,9,---, 15} and
{6, 7, 16, 17, ..., 23} are (C / w ) 3 -° r b i t s o f kngth ten. Hence the <(C/W)3, 7 >
orbits are {1, 2, 3, 8, 9,--, 15}, {4, 5} and {6, 7, 16, 17—, 23}, whose lengths are
11, 2 and 10 respectively. This is a contradiction since an element of order
eleven has two 11-cycles. Hence (C / w ) 3 is transitive on A— {3} and so C / w is
doubly transitive on A. Since (C7W)45 is normal in C / w , (C / w ) 4 5 is transitive
on A. Since T4 5 1-<5, c, cx*> and T4Ba=<5, ((fo^f^)*), T451 and T453 has
the same orbits as T1 and Tz on A respectively. Hence in the same way above
(CIca:>)45 is doubly transitvie on A, contrary to (xii).
(xxii) If C / w is isomorphic to M119 then we have a contradiction.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that C / w is isomorphic to Mn.
If T is one of the groups of (vi) other than PSL (2, 11), then Thas an element of
order four. Hence first we assume that T is not isomorphic to PSL(2, 11).
Then C24 25 has a 2-element
u = (1) (2) (3) (8 10 9 11) (12 14 13 15) (4 5) (6 7) (16 18 17 19) (20 22
21 23) (24) (25)- .
Then (u, byIca:>[)i2*'25} is a cyclic group of order four and (uy &>/ca)u {24,25} *s of
odd order because (I(a) (J {24, 25} | =25. Hence a Sylow 2-subgroup of <M, by
containing b is a cyclic group of order four and has a generator which has the
same form as u on I(a)\J {24, 25}. Hence we may assume that u2=b. Then
I I " « = ( 1 ) (2) (3) (4 5) (6 7) (24) (25)-.-and so ulm is of order two. On the other
hand cIcb:> is an involution of CG(b)Icb:> and (cu)Icb:> is also an involution of
(CG(b)Icb>) because (cu)Icb' = (l) (2 3) (4) (5) (6 7) (24) (25)- . Thus CG(b)Icb>
has an elementary abelian group (a, u, c)I(b:> of order eight. On the other hand
by the same argument as is used for a CG(b)nb:> is isomorphic to Mn. This is a
contradiction since Mn has no elementary abelian group of order eight. Thus
Tmust be isomorphic to PSL(2, 11). In the same way we have that for any
2-cycle (ij) of a (C,
 y ) / w is isomorphic to PSL(2, 11). Since C / w is isomorphic
to Mu, C has a 2-element
v = (1) (2) (3) (8 10 9 11) (12 14 13 15) (4 5) (6 7) (16 18 17 19) (20
22 2123)....
Then (v2)Ica:>=b. Hence by (x), v2 is an involution fixing twenty-three points.
Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of <6, v) containing <&>. Since QI(a> = < » 7 w ,
there is an element w in Q such that wIca:>=vIca>. Then w2b is a 2-element of
C and fixes at least twenty-three points. Thus w2b = 1 or a and so w2= b or ab.
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Thus wIcb:> or wICab:> is an involution fixing seven points. Since I(a)[\I(b) 0
I(w)=I(a) n I{ab) (11(w)= {1, 2, 3}, there are two points i, j in I(b) or 7(ai) such
that a has a 2-cycle (ij) and w fixes i, j . Thus we C#- y. Hence «?/ca)is of order
four and contained in (C,
 y ) / w . However since (C,« y ) / w is isomorphic to PSL
(2, 11), (C{ y ) / w has no element of order four. Thus we have a contradiction.
Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 3. Hence this completes the proof
of the theorem.
3. Proof of Lemma 1
In this section we assume that G is a permutation group as in Lemma 1.
3.1. Let x be an element of G.
( i ) If x is an involution, then | I(x) \ =7.
(ii) If x is of order three, then \ I(x) \ = 5.
(iii) If x is of order four, then \ I{x) | = 3 and x has two 2-cycles.
(iv) If x is of order five, then \ I(x) \ = 3 .
(v) If x is of order six, then \ I(x) \ = 1 and x has two 2-cycles and two
3-cycles.
(vi) Let y be an element of G. If x and y are of order two and \ I(x) fl
I(y)\>4,thenI(x) =
Proof. This follows immediately from the assumption (4).
3.2. Let a be an involution ofG. Then we have a protective plane P(a) of order
two with the following incidence structure:
( i ) The set of points of P(a) is I(a).
(ii) For two distinct points i, j of I (a) the line containing i, j is {A(i, j)
Proof. By (i) of (3.1), \I(a)\=7. By the assumption (7), each line contains
three points. Hence if A(i, j) fl I(a)= {k} > then a line containing any two points
of {/, j , k} contains the remaining one point of {i, j , k} by the assumption (3).
Thus any two distinct points are contained in one and only one line.
Next let Lx and L2 be distinct lines. Suppose that Lx has no point in
common with L2. Then there is exactly one point i neither on Lx nor on L2.
Lety be a point on Lx and let k19 k2 be two distinct points on L2. Then the line
L containing j and kx is distinct from Lx and L2. Hence L contains i. In the
same way the line Lf containing j and k2 contains i. Thus two distinct lines L
and L/ have two points i, j in common, which is a contradiction. Hence any
two distinct lines contain one and only one point in common. Thus (3.2) is
proved,
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From now on for an involution a a projective plane defined in (3.2) is called
a plane P(a) or merely a plane.
3.3. If A(z, j) ^k, then i, j , k are collinear in every plane containing i> j , k.
Proof. Let a be any involution such that I {a) Z) {/, /, k}. By the assumption
(7), I (a) f! A(z, j)= {k}. Hence i, j , k are collinear in the plane P(a).
3.4. For an involution a N(GKa^)na:><PSL (3, 2).
Proof. Let x be any element of N(GICa^) and let /, j be any two distinct
points of I (a). Then by the assumption (5), {{A(z',/)U {h j}} f)I(a)}x={A
(*'*, ]*) U {i,xjx}} fl I (a). Thus xIW is a collineation of the plane P{a). Hence
N(GICa,Y^<PSL (3, 2).
3.5. If an involution a has a 2-cycle (i,j), then there is an involution of G,-
 s
commuting with a.
Proof. By the assumptions (1) and (6), Gt . has an involution. Since aG
NG(Gi j), there is an involution of G{ . commuting with a,
3.6. Let a and b be involutions such that I(a) f] I(b)= {i, j , k}. If A(i, j) ^k,
then ab is of odd order.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that ab is of even order. Then
there is an involution c of G,- .
 k commuting with a and b. Clearly c fixes I (a).
Since i, j , k are noncollinear in P(a) and fixed by c, c fixes I (a) pointwise by
(3.4). Thus I(a)=I(c). In the same way I(b)=I(c). Hence I(a)=I(b), which
is a contradiction.
3.7. Let a and b be involutions such that I(a)Z) {/, j , k} and I(b)ZD{i,j> I}.
If A(i, j) 3&, / and k =1= /, then ab is of odd order.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that ab is of even order. Then
there is an involution c of G,- . commuting with a and b. Clearly c fixes I(a).
Since z, j> k are collinear in P(a) and c fixes i,j, c fixes k. Similarly c fixes /.
Thus A(t, j)f[I(c)^> {k, / } , contrary to the sssumption (7).
3.8. A(/, j) is an orbit of G{ y.
Proof. Let k be a point of A (z, j) and / a point of a G,-
 y-orbit containing
k. Then there is an element x of G{ . such that l=k*. Since A(z, ff = A(z, j)>
A(z, j)^k*=l. Conversely let A(z, j)^ky I and k^l. By the assumption (6),
there are involutions a and b such that I(a)Z){i, /, &} and I(b)Z) {iy j , / } . By
(3.7), ab is of odd order. Hence a* — b for some element x of G,y. On the
other hand A(z, j ) n I(a)={k} and A(i, ;)fU(6)={/}. Hence A*=/, Thus
A(z, y) is an orbit of G,- ^ .
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3.9. | A(z, j) | > 1 for some z, j of H.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that | A ( * , j ) | = l for any two
points z, j . Let A( z, j) = { k } and set A'( z, j) = A(z, j) U {z, j }. Then A'( z, y)
=A'0 ' , k)=A'(k, i)= {z, j , k}. Conversely if A'(zv, j')=A'(i, j ) , then {zv , /} c
{z, y, &}. Hence A(zv,/) is one of the sets A(z, j ) , A(;, k) or A(&, z). Thus the
number of combinations of twenty-three points taken two at a time is divisible
by three, which is a contradiction. Thus | A(z, j) | > 1 for some z, j of O.
3.10. | A(z, j) | z> odd and at most nine.
Proof. By the assumption (6), there is an involution x fixing i andy. Then
x fixes A(z, j). Since | A(z, j) n I(x) \ = 1, | A(z, j) \ is odd.
Now let | A(z, j ) | > 1 . Then for distinct points kly lx of A(z, j) there are
involutions a and b such that I(a)Z) {z, y, ^x} and 7(6)ID {z, y, / J . By (i) of (3.1)
I(a)={i, j> kly k2y •••, ^ 5} and I(b)={iyj, lx /2, •••, / 5 } . Then by the assumption
(7) *„ / , $ A ( i , y), 2 < t < 5 . Since I(a)*I(b)y \I(a)M(b) \ < 3 by (vi) of (3.1).
Hence | {k2y k3y kiy k5} f] {/2, /3, /4, 4}} | < 1. Furthermore I(ba) 3 {z, j }. If I(ba)
—I{a)y then i a commutes with a. Consequently aba*a=a*abay and so (ab)2=ly
contrary to (3.7). Thus I(ba)^I(a). Moreover from k^=hx^lly l?*kx. Hence
in the same way| {k2y k3y k4y k5} n {h, h> h> Qa\<l- Next if I(ba)=I(b)y then
similarly aba-a=b>aba, and so (ab)4=ly contrary to (3.7). Thus I(ba)^I(b).
Since / , - * / „ in the same way | {/2, /3, /4, /5} n {/„ /„ L hV\ < L Thus | {^ 2, A,,
*« ^ } n {/2, /a, /« /5} n {/2, /3,/4, ZB}'| > 1 2 - 3 = 9 . Since z,y, kty lt and /,", where
2 < ^ < 5 , do not belong to A(i, j), | A(«, j ) | <23—(2+9)=12. Since \A(iyj)\
is odd, I A(z, 7) I < 11. If I A(z, j) | = 11, then G£ . has an element of order eleven
by (3.8). This is a contradiction since an element of order eleven in M23 fixes
exactly one point. Thus (3.10) is proved.
3.11. G has no element of order seven.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that G has an element x of order
seven. Then we may assume that
x = (1) (2) (3 4 - 9 ) (10 11-16) (17 18-23).
Set I \={3 , 4, - , 9 } , T2={10, 11,..-, 16} and T3={17, 18, - , 2 3 } . Since
1 < I A(l, 2) I <9, we may assume that A(l, 2)=T1 by (3.8). By the assumption
(6), there is an involution a fixing 1, 2, 3. Since | I{a) \ =7 and | I(a) fl rx | = 1,
a fixes exactly four points of r2U T3, say ily z2, z3, z4. Set H=(ay x). Then {1},
{2} and I \ are i/-orbits.
Suppose that r 2 f i r 3 is an #-orbit. Since | r 2 l i r 3 | = 14 and a^Hiv
\H\ = \i1H\*\ Hh I =14-2r, where r is some integer. On the other hand \H\ =
13HI • IH^ I = I r ; I • IH^ I. Hence | H^ \ =\r. Thus there \% an element b different
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from a and 1 in a Sylow 2-subgroup of / / 3 containing a. From I(b)^. {1, 2, 3},
we get that the order of b is four or two. First assume that b is of order four.
Then by (iii) of (3.1), b fixes exactly three points and has two 2-cycles. Since b
fixes I\— {3} and 11\— {3} | =6 , b has a 2-cycle on Tv Thus b2 is an involution
such that /(62)Z) {1, 2} and | A(l, 2) C\I(b2) | > 1 , contrary to the assumption (7).
Next assume that b is of order two. By the same reason, ab is also of order two.
Thus a and b have the same 2-cycle on Tv Hence | A(l, 2) fl I{ab) | > 1, contrary
to the assumption (7).
Therefore Y2 and T3 are two distinct //-orbits. Since I (a) f] {T2 U T3} =
{ily i2, z3, Q and | r21 = | r31 =7 , we may assume that I(a) f] T3= {ily i2i Q. Then
for some integer s c=axS fixes ix and does not fix 3. By (3.7), ac is of odd order.
Since I(ac)Z){l, 2, f j , the order of ac is three or five. First assume that ac is
of order three. Then by (ii) of (3.1), | / (<H: ) |=5 . Since |T , |=7 , | / ( ^ ) n r , - | = l ,
1 < * < 3 . However \I(a)nl(c)r]T1\ =0. Hence \I(ac)nT1\ =M. Thus we
have a contradiction. Next assume that ac is of order five. Since | I \ | = 7 ,
| / ( ^ ) n r , | > 2 , l < z < 3 . This is a contradiction since \I(ac)\=3. Thus G
has no element of order seven.
3.12. | A ( I , J ) | = 1 , 3, 5 or 9.
Proof. This follows immediately from (3.10) and (3,11).
3.13. If there is a plane containing three distinct points i, j , k, then the number
of planes containing i> j , k is oney three or five.
Proof. We may assume that {/, j , k} = {1, 2, 3}. For a point t of
£1— {1, 2, 3} the number of planes containing {1, 2, 3, t} is at most one by (vi)
of (3.1). Since \fl— {1, 2, 3} | =20 and there are seven points in a plane, the
number of planes containing 1, 2, 3 is at most 20/4=5.
Suppose by way of contradiction that the number of planes containing 1,2, 3
is even. Then we may assume that there is an involution x of the following form
* = (1) (2)-(7) (8 9) (10 11) - .
We denote a set of planes containing 1, 2, 3 by S. Then x is regarded as
a permutation on S. Since | S \ is even and x fixes P(x), x fixes at least one more
plane of S different from P(x). Let P(y)^P(x) be a plane of S fixed by x. We
may assume that I(y)= {1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11}. Then
*y = (l) (2) (3) (8 9) (10 11)....
Hence the order of xy is two or four.
First assume that the order of xy is two. Then P(xy) is a plane of S different
from both P{x) and P(y). Since | S \ is even and at most five, | S \ =4 , namely
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S={P(x)y P(y), P(xy), P(z)}> where z is an involution. We may set I(xy)=
{1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 14, 15} and /(*) = {1, 2, 3, 16, 17, 18, 19}. Then the group
<#, j , #> fixes {/(#)> (^30> ^(^y)> ^C2")} a s a s e t- Hence <#, j , #> fixes {20, 21,
22, 23} as a set. Then x, y, xy and # have two 2-cycles on {21, 21, 22, 23}
respectivly. Hence there is an involution u of <X j>> such that u and # are the
same form on {20, 21, 22, 23}. This implies that uz is an involution fixing
{1, 2, 3, 20, 21, 22, 23} pointwise. Thus P(uz)<=S, which is a contradiction.
Next assume that xy is of order four. If xy fixes some plane of S diffe-
rent from P(y)y then xy fixes three points 1, 2, 3 and has one 4-cycle on the set of
points of this plane. This contradicts (3.4). Thus xy fixes only P(y) of S.
Hence | S | is odd, which is a contradiction. Thus | S | = 1 , 3 or 5.
3.14. G is intransitive and has no orbit of length twenty-two.
Proof. First suppose by way of contradiction that G is transitive. Then
G is M23 or contained in a group of order 23 • 11 (see [ 1 ], p. 235). Since G has
an involution, G must be M23. Then by (3.8) for any two points z, j of H
| A(z,;) | =21, contrary to (3.12).
Next suppose by way of contradiction that G has orbits of lengths one and
twenty-two. Then G is a subgroup of M22. Since M22 has no proper subgroup
which is transitive on twenty-two points (see [1], p. 235), G is M22. Let {i} be
the G-orbit of length one. Then by (3.8) for anty point j of £1— {i} \ A(i.j) \
=21, which is also a contradiction.
3.15. If G has an orbit of length eleven, then G is (z) or (vi) of Lemma 1.
Proof. By assumption G has an element of order eleven consisting of one
fixed point and two 11-cycles. Hence the lengths of G-orbits are 11, 1, 11 or
11, 12.
2 IFirst assume that G has three orbits Tly T2 and F3, where | rx | = 1 and | F.
= | r31 = 11. By the assumption (4), Grz is isomorphic to G. Since for any
two points iy j of F2 there is an involution fixing z,' j , (Gr2)i y+1- Hence Gr* is
doubly transitive on F2 by Theorem 11.6 and Theorem 11.7 in [6]. By [5], Gr2
is isomorphic to PSL(2,11) or contains Mu. Since the lengths of G-orbits are
11, 1, 11, G is isomorphic to P5L(2, 11) (see [1], p. 235).
Next assume that G has two orbits Fx and F2, where | Fx | = 11 and | F21 =
12. By the similar reason above, Gri is isomorphic to G and G is isomorphic to
PSL(2, 11) or contains Mu. Since the lengths of G-orbits are 11, 12, G is
isomorphic to Mn (see [1], p. 235).
3.16. If there are two points i, j such that \ A(i, j) | = 9 , then G is one of the
groups (z), (ii)y (zzz), (iv) or (v) of Lemma 1, and we have the following:
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( i ) If G is isomorphic to Mn, then G is isomorphic to <#, by c> yly x^}
as a permutation group,
(ii) If G is isomorphic to Mlo, then G is isomorphic to (a, b, c, yly xty2y
as a permutation group.
(iii) If G is isomorphic to M lo*, then G is isomorphic to <#, by c, y^) as
a permutation group.
(iv) If G is isomorphic to N(M9), then G is isomorphic to (a> byixi, cyixi,
yly (x1y2)xiy as a permutation group.
(v) If G is isomorphic ot A7(M9)*, then G is isomorphic to <tf, 6*1*1, cyi\
yly y2ixi) cis a permutation group.
Here
a = (1) (2) (3) (8 9) (10 11) (12 13) (14 15) (4) (18 19) (5) (16 17) (6)
(20 21) (7) (22 23),
b = (1) (2) (8) (3 9) (10 12) (11 15) (13 14) (4) (18 19) (16) (5 17) (20)
(6 21) (23) (7 22),
c = (1) (2) (10) (3 11) (8 12) (9 14) (13 15) (18) (4 19) (5) (16 17) (20)
(6 21) (22) (7 23),
* 1 = (1 2) (3) (8) (9) (12 13) (10 14) (11 15) (4) (5 6) (7) (16 20) (17 21)
(18 19) (22) (23),
yi= (1) (2 3) (8) (9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (18 19)
(20 22) (21 23),
y2= (1 2) (3) (8 13) (9 12) (10 11) (14) (15) (5) (4 7) (6) (19 22) (18 23)
(16) (17) (20 21).
Proof. Let |A(l, 2)| = 9 and A(l, 2)= {3, 8, 9, ••, 15}. Then we may
assume that there is an involution a of the form
a = (1) (2) - ( 7 ) (8 9) (10 11) (12 13) (14 15) (16 17) (18 19) (20 21)
(22 23).
For any point i of A(l, 2) there is a plane containing points 1, 2, /, in which there
is no point of A(l, 2)— {i} by 'he assumptions (6) and (7). Hence this plane
has four points in H - {A(l, 2)U {1, 2}}. Since | H - {A(l, 2)U {1, 2}} | =12 the
number of planes containing 1, 2, i is at most three. Suppose that th*re are
exactly three planes containing 1, 2, /, say Ply P2 and P3. Let P ' be a plane
containing 1, 2,/ , where / e A ( l , 2 ) and j4=/. Then Pf also has four points in
H - {A(l, 2) U {1, 2}}. Hence P ' and P, where P is one of Ply P2, P3, have at
least two points of £1— {A(l, 2) U {1, 2}} in common. Since 1, 2 are the points
of both P/ and P, Pr and P have at least four points in common. Thus P'=Py
which is a contradiction. Therefore for any point i of A(l, 2) there is exactly
one plane containing 1, 2, i by (3.13).
Let b be an involution fixing 1, 2, 8. Then ab is of odd order by (3.7).
Since ah fixes A(l, 2) with length nine, the order of ab is not five by (vi) of (3.1),
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Hence the order of ab is three. Since b fixes A(l, 2) as a set and ab fixes exactly
five points by (ii) of (3.1), we may assume that b is of the form
b = (1) (2) (8) (3 9) (10 12) (11 15) (13 14) (4) (18 19) (16) (5 17) (20)
(6 21) (23) (7 22).
Then
ab = (1) (2) (3 9 8) (10 15 13) (11 12 14) (4) (18) (19) (5 17 16) (6 21
20) (7 22 23).
Since an element of order three of PSL (3, 2) fixes exactly one point, ab does not
fix a plane containing 1, 2, 4. Thus the lengths of <a6>-orbits on the set of
planes containing 1,2,4 are three. Hence by (3.13) the planes containing 1,2,4
are P(a), P(aab)=P(bab) and P(a<-ab:>2)=P(b). Let c be an involution fixing 1, 2,
10. Then in the same way ac and be are of order three. Hence
c = (1) (2) (10 )(3 11) (8 12) (9 14) (13 15)- .
Then
abc = (1) (2) (3 14) (8 11) (9 12) (10 13) (15)- .
Thus (abc) (abc) = 1 and so c(ab)c=ba=(ab)~1. This implies that c fixes {4,18,
19}. Hence c=(4) (18 19)- , (18) (4 19) - or (19) (4 18)- . If c=(4) (18 19)- ,
then P(c) is a plane containing 1, 2, 4 and different from P(a), P(bab) and P(b),
which is a contradiction. Then we may assume that c=(18) (4 19)-" since in
the case c=(19) (4 18)— the proof is similar. Thus we may assume that c is of
the form
c = (1) (2) (10) (3 11) (8 12) (9 14) (13 15) (18) (4 19) (5) (16 17) (20)
(6 21) (22) (7 23).
Then
ac = (1) (2) (3 11 10) (8 14 13) (9 12 15) (4 19 18) (5) (16 )(17) (6 21
20) (7 23 22),
bc = (1) (2) (12) (3 13) (8 10) (9 15) (11 14) (19) (4 18) (17) (5 16) (20)
(6 21) (7) (22 23),
abc = (1) (2) (3 13 12) (8 15 11) (9 10 14) (4 18 19) (5 16 17) (6 21 20)
(7) (22) (23),
a
bc
 = (1) (2) (14) (3 15) (8 13) (9 10) (11 12) (19) (4 18) (16) (5 17)
(6) (20 21) (22) (7 23),
aa"
c
= cb = (1) (2) (3 15 14) (8 10 12) (9 13 11) (4 18 19) (5 17 16) (6)
(20) (21) (7 23 22).
We use frequently these elements in the following proofs.
Since {1, 2, 4 } ' = {1, 2, 19} and {1, 2, 4}ca= {1, 2, 18}, the number of
planes containing 1, 2, 19 or 1, 2, 18 is also three. Thus for any i^I(ab)— {1, 2}
the number of planes containing 1, 2, i is three. Since ac, aab° and abc are of
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order three and ac fixes 1, 2, 5, 16, 17, aabc fixes 1, 2, 6, 20, 21 and abc fixes 1,
2, 7, 22, 23, by the same argument as is used for the planes containing 1, 2, 4,
we have that for any point i of {4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, •••, 23} the number of planes
containing 1, 2, i is three.
Set A=A(1, 2), I \={4, 18, 19}, T2={5, 16, 17}, r . = {6, 20, 21} and
r4={7, 22, 23}. In the plane P(a) 1, 2, 3 are collinear, Hence from now on
we may assume that A(l, 4)35, A(l, 6)37 and (2, 4)36 in I(a).
Now we show that for any point i of {1, 2} and j of Tt U T2 U T3 U T4 | A(i, j) \
=3 or 5. If we prove that |A(1, 4 ) |=3 or 5, then since A(l, 18)=A(1, 4)ca
and A(l, 19)=(A1, 4)c, | A(l, 18) | = | A(l, 19) | = | A(l, 4) | = 3 or 5, and in the
remaining cases the proofs are similar. By (3.12), |A(1, 4)| = 1, 3, 5 or 9.
Since A(l, 4)35, A(l, 4)2 {5}<ab>=T2. On the other hand A(l, 4)$2, 3, 6, 7
in I(a). Hence any point of {2, 3, 6, 7}<ab> does not belong to A(l, 4). Thus
A(l, 4)=r2 , r2U {18, 19} or T2U {10, 11, ••, 15}. Suppose that A(l, 4 )=r 2
U{10, 11, •••, 15}. Then there is an involution x fixing 1, 4, 10 and the form
of x is determined by the same argument as is used for c. Hence the <a, b> x}~
orbits have the same lengths as the lengths of the <«, b, £>-orbits. Furthermore
A(l, 4) is a G,
 4-orbit and <*, by has orbits {1}, {2}, {3, 9, 8}, {10, 11, •••, 15},
{4}, {18, 19}, T2, T3 and T4. Hence the <a, b, *>-orbits are {1}, {4}, T2U {10,
11, . - , 15}, {2, 18, 19}, {3, 8, 9}, T3 and T4. Hence the <a, by cy *>-orbits are
{1}, A U T2, {2} U I\, T3 and T4. Since | {2} U I \ | - 4 , the order of <a, b, c, x)
is divisible by four. On the other hand | r 3 | = 3 . Hence <#, b, c> ^Xi}ur3 has
an involution y. Since be fixes four points 1, 6, 20, 21 of I(y), be fixes I(y)
pointwise by (3.4). Thus \I(be)\ >5, which is a contradiction. Hence A(l, 4)
= r 2 or T2 U {18, 19}. Thus for any point i of {1, 2} and j of I \ U T2 U T3 U T4
|A(f , j ) |=3 or 5. Since A(l, S)ac = A(l, 5) and A(l, 5)34, A(l, 5 ) = ^ or
I\U {16, 17}. Since A(l, 6)~*e=A(l, 6) and A(l, 6)37, A(l, 6 ) = r 4 or T4U
{20, 21}. Since A(l, 7)«*e=A(l, 7) and A(l, 7)36, A(l, 7)=r 3 or T3U {22, 23}.
In the same way A(2, 4 )=r 8 or T3U {18, 19}, A(2, 5)=r 4 or T4U {16, 17},
A(2, 6)=r x or rxU {20, 21} and A(2, 7)=r 2 or T2U {22, 23}.
Furthermore since for jG^U T2U r3U T4 |A(l,j)| = 3 or 5 and | A(l,2)|=9,
the points 2 and j of T± U T2 U T3 U T4 do not belong to the same G^orbit. Hence
G1 has an orbit {2} or {2}LJA. Similarly G2 has an orbit {1} or {1} U A.
Using this result we prove that any involution fixing I(a) fixes {1, 2, 3}. Let x
be an involution fixing I(a). Then x is one of the following forms: x=(l) (2)-**,
(1 2)-., (1) (2 /)-.., (1 0 (2)-.. or (1 i) (2j>.., where i,je {3, 4 , - , 7}. By the
incidence structure of P(a)f if #=(1) (2)--- or (1 2)—, then x fixes {1, 2, 3}.
Assume that #=(1) (2 **)•••, where /G {3, 4, •••,7}. Then JCEGJ. Since the
Grorbit containing 2 is {2} or {2} U A(l, 2), x=(l) (2 3) — . In the same way
if *=(2) (1 /)•••, where z'e {3, 4, —, 7}, then i=3. Next assume that #=(1 i)
(2j)-", where /, j G {3, 4, •••, 7}. Since 1, 2, 3 are collinear in P(a), z, ;4=3.
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Let i=\. Then by the incidence structure of P(a), x=(l 4) (2 7) (3) (S) (6)-«-.
Since Gx has an orbit {2} or {2} U A(l, 2), GA=G* has an orbit {7} or {7} U A
(4,7). Since G4 ><#,&>, G4-orbits consist of unions of some <a, 6>-orbits.
Thus {7} is not a G4-orbit. Since | {7} U A(4, 7) | =10, if {7} U A(4, 7) is a
G4-orbit, then {7} U A(4, 7) contains at least one <#, £>-orbit of length one.
However the <a, £>-orbits of length one are {1}, {2} and {4}. Since 1, 4, 7 G
{2}UA(1, 2), {1, 4, 7}*={1, 4, 2} and {{2}UA(1, 2)}*={7} U A(4, 7), any
point of {1, 2, 4} does not belong to {7} U A(4, 7). This contradiction shows
that #4=(1 4) (2 7)*--. Finally by the incidence structure of P(a), for i=--5, 6 or
7 *=(1 5) (2 6) (3) (4) (7).», (1 6) (2 5) (2 ) (4 ) (7)-or (1 7) (2 4) (3) (5) ( 6 ) -
respectively. Then similarly to the case z = 4, we have a contradiction and so
z'4=5, 6, 7. Thus any involution fixing I (a) fixes {1, 2, 3}.
By (3.5), there is an involution fixing 8, 9 and commuting with a. Hence
from now on let x be an involution fixing 8, 9 and commuting with a. Then by
the assertion above, x fixes {1, 2, 3}. Hence x is one of the following forms:
( i ) * = (
(ii) * = (
(iii) * = (
(iv) * = (
( i ) Assume that *=(1) (2) (3) (8) ( 9 ) - . Then P{x) and P(a) are
distinct planes containing {1, 2, 3}. This is a contradiction since there is no
plane containing 1, 2, 3 except P(a).
(ii) Assume that *=(1 2) (3) (8) (9) • • •. Then by the incidence struc-
ture of P(a), *=(1 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9)-,or (1 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7) (8) ( 9 ) - .
(ii.i) Let x=(l 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) ( 9 ) - . Then A(l, 4)*=A(2, 7).
Since A( l ,4 )=r , or T2U {18,19} and A(2,7)=r2 or r2U{22,23}, T2X=T2.
Thus ^=(16) (17)-" or (16 17)--. First assume that
•* = (1 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9) (16) (17)- .
Then
bx = (1 2) (3 9) (8) (16) (5 17) (22 4 7 - ) - .
Thus (bx)2 is not the identity element fixing eight points, which is a contradiction.
Next assume that
* = (12) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9) (16 17).-..
Then A(l, 5f=A(2, 5). Since A(l, 5 )= r , or r ,U {16, 17} and A(2, 5)=r 4 or
T4U {16, 17}, lV=:r4. Thus *=(18 22) (19 2 3 ) - or (18 23) (19 2 2 ) - . If
* = (1 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9) (18 22) (19 23) (16 17) - ,
then
ex = (12) (5) (16) (17) (4 23) (7 1 9 ) - .
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Hence ex is an involution and so c commutes with x. Since I(x)^> {3, 6, 8, 9},
I(x)z> {3, 6, 8, 9} < c > = {3,11, 6, 21, 8, 12, 9, 14}, contrary to (i) of (3.1). Thus
* = (1 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9) (16 17) (18 23) (19 2 2 ) - .
Hence
ex = (1 2) (5) (16) (17) (4 22 19 7 18 2 3 ) - ,
contrary to (v) of (3.1). Therefore case (ii.i) does not occur.
(ii.ii) Let * = (1 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7) (8) ( 9 ) - .
Then
bx = (1 2) (4) (3 9) ( 8 ) - .
Hence bx is of order two or four. If bx is of order four, then (bx)2 is an involu-
tion such that I((bx)2)-D {1, 2} and A(l, 2) nl((bx)2)ZD {3, 8, 9}, contrary to the
assumption (7). Thus bx is of order two. Hence
* = (1 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7) (8) (9) (17 21) (16 20) (22) (23) (18 1 9 ) - ,
and on {10, 11, •-, 15} *=(10 11) (12 15) (13 14), (12 13) (10 14) (11 15) or
(14 15) (11 13) (10 12). If *=(10 11) (12 15) (13 14)- , then I(ax)={3, 4, 7,
18, 19, 10, 11}. Hence I(ax)nl((ax)c)={3, 11, 4, 19, 18, 10}, contrary to (vi)
of (3.1). If *=(14 15) (11 13) (10 12)-., then /(«*)= {3, 4, 7, 18, 19, 14, 15}.
Hence I(ax)r\I([ax)bc) = {3> 14, 15, 4, 18, 19}, which is also a contradiction.
Thus
x = (1 2) (3) (8) (9) (12 13) (10 14) (11 15) (4) (5 6) (7) (16 20) (17 21)
(18 19) (22 )(23).
From now on the element x of this form is denoted by x±. Then the <a, b> c, x^)-
orbits are {1, 2}, A, I \ , T2U T3 and I\ .
By (3.5), G has an involution y fixing 16, 17 and commuting with a. Sup-
pose that y£<a, b, c, xt>. Since {a, b, c}xi= {a, b> abc) and x1 is of order two,
the index of (a, b, £> in <«, b, c, x^> is two. Hence | <«, b, cy x^) \ =2* \ (a, b} c> |
=2 -9 -2. Thus both <«, xty and <a9 j> are Sylow 2-subgroups of (a, b, c, xt>.
On the other hand a is only one involution of <(<z, x^} having fixed points in a
<a, by c, x^-orbit F2 U T3 and .<#, jy> has at least two involutions a and y having
fixed points in F2 U T3. This is a cotradiction since <«, x^> and (ay y)> are con-
jugate in <#, b, cy x^}. Thus y is not an element of <a, i, ^ , x^. By the same
argument as is used above for x, y=(l) (2 3) (16) (17)-, (2) (1 3) (16) (17)- or
(1 2) (3) (16) (17)- . Set H=<a, by cf xl9 y>.
(ii.ii.i) Lety=(l)(2 3)(16)(17)-. Theproof in the case y=(2) (1 3)
(16) (17)--• is similar. Then {1,2} and A are contained in the same i/-orbit. By
(3.14), H is intransitive. Hence the i/-orbit containing {1, 2} U A is {1, 2} U A,
{i,2}uAur1, {i, 2}UAUT4, {i,2}uAur1ur4, {i,2}uAur2ur3, {1,2}
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M i r . l i r a o r { l , 2 } U A U r 2 u r 3 U r , Since | { l ,2}UAUr , | = 14(f=
1,4), {1, 2}UAUT,isnot an i/-orbit by (3.11). Since | {1, 2} U AU T,U Ty |
= 17 ({*,;} = {1, 4} or {2, 3}), {1, 2} U AUr, -Ur . is also not an #-orbit by the
assumption (4). Next suppose that {1, 2} U A U I \ U T2 U T3 (i= 1, 4), is an H-
orbit. Let i= 1. Then F4 is an i/-orbit. Since xx fixes F4 pointwise and four
points of {1, 2} U AU TiU r2U T3, there is an involution z which is conjugate to
x1 and fixes 1 and F4 pointwise. Since abc fixes {1} U T4 pointwise, abc fixes I(z)
pointwise by (3.4). This is a contradiction since \I(abc)\ =5. Hence {1, 2} U
A U rx U T2 U T3 is not an iZ-orbit. Since ax1 is an involution fixing rx pointwise,
in the same way as above {1, 2} (J A U T4 U T2 U T3 is not an i/-orbit. Therefore
{1, 2} U A is an #-orbit. Since | {1, 2} U A | =11, H has an element of order
eleven, which fixes exactly one point and has two 11-cycles. Hence rVU r2U T3
U T4 is also an i/-orbit.
We shall determine the form of the involution y. By the incidence structure
of P{a),y=(l) (2 3) (4) (5) (6 7) (16 )(17)- o r j = ( l ) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17)
•••. Suppose that y is of the first form. Since ab fixes {1, 4, 5, 16, 17} which
is contained in I(y), ab fixes I(y). This contradicts (3.4) since the order of ab
is three and \I(ab) fM(y) | >2. Hence y must be of the second form. Then y
fixes A(l, 6) which is F4 or r4U {20, 21}. Since F4 is a <«, 6, cy ^ -orbi t and
T, U T2 U T3 U T4 is an i/-orbit, r/4= T4. Thus {20, 21}^= {22, 23} and so y=
(20 23) (21 2 2 ) - or (20 22) (21 23)--. If
y = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (20 23) (21 2 2 ) - ,
then
by = (1) (16) (4 5 17) (6 22 7 2 1 ) - ,
contrary to the assumption (4). Thus
y = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (20 22) (21 2 3 ) - .
Hence
by = (1) (4 5 17) (16) (6 23 21) (7 20 22) (9 2 3 - ) - •
This shows that by is of order three. Hence y fixes 9 and so 8 because ay=ya.
Ontheotherhandr iur 2Ur 3Ur 4 i sani / -orbi t . Therefore y=(18 19)—. Thus
y = (1) (2 3) (8) (9) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (18 19) (20 22) (21 2 3 ) - .
Then
cy = (1) (4 18 19 5) (16 17) (6 23 7 21) (20 2 2 ) - .
Hence cy is of order four. By (iii) of (3.1), | I(cy) | = 3 . This implies that c and
y have exactly one 2-cycle in common on {10, 11,—, 15}. Thus
y = (1) (2 3) (8) (9) (13 15) (12 14) (10 11) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (18 19)
(20 22) (21 23).
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From now on the element y of this form is denoted by yx. Since H=(a, b, c, xX9yxy
is 3-fold transitive on {1, 2, 8, 9, •••, 15}, H is isomorphic to Mxx> Axx or S1X by
[5]. On the other hand I \ U T2 U T3 U T4 is an i/-orbit of length twelve. Since
Axx and *Sn have no permutation representation of degree twelve, H is isomorphic
to Mxx. Furthermore by (3.14), there is no group containing H as a proper sub-
group.
(ii.ii.ii) Let y=(12) (3) (16) (17).... Then y=(1 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7)
(16) (17)-. or (1 2) (3) (5) (6) (4 7) (16) (17)- . Suppose that y is of the first
form. Them xxy is not the identity element and fixes {1, 2, •««, 7} pointwise.
Hence xxy is of order two and so y commutes with xx. Since ^=(16 20) (17 21)
••• and y fixes 16, 17, y fixes also 20, 21. On the other hand y fixes I(xx) and
A(l, 2). Hence y fixes I(xx) fl A(l, 2)= {3, 8, 9} and so y has a 2-cycle (8 9), be-
casue \I{y)\=l. Thus aay is an involution fixing {1, 2, •••, 9} pointwise, con-
trary to (i) of (3.1). Therefore y must be of the second form. Then
x1y = (l) (2) (3) (4 7) (5 6 ) - .
Hence xxy is of order two or four. If xxy is an involution, then P{xxy) is the
plane containing 1, 2, 3. This is a contradiction since there is no plane contain-
ing 1, 2, 3 and different from P(a). Thus xxy is of order four. Since A(l, 7)=
T3 or T3U {22, 23}, A(2, 4 )=r 3 or r .U {18, 19} and A(l, 7)*=A(2, 4), T/=T9.
By (iii) of (3.1), xxy has exactly two 2-cycles. Hence y has a 2-cycle (20 21) on
T3. Since A(l, 5 ) = ^ or r\U {16, 17}, A(2, 5)=r 4or T4U {16, 17} and A(l,5)*
=A(2, 5), r y = I Y Thus j>=(18 22) (19 2 3 ) - or (18 23) (19 22 ) - . If y is of
the first form, then cy=(l 2) (4 23) (18 22) (6 20 21) — , which contradicts (v) of
(3.1). Thus
y = (1 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (16) (17) (20 21) (18 23) (19 2 2 ) - .
This implies that (bc)y=bc. Hence y fixes 14, 15, and so y has a 2-cycle (10 11)
because the order of xxy is four. Then y has 2-cycles (8 13) and (9 12) since be
=(S 12 10) (9 11 13)-«. and (bc)y=bc. Thus
y = (l2) (3) (8 13) (9 12) (10 11) (14) (15) (4 7) (5) (6) (16) (17) (20 21)
(18 23) (19 22).
From now on the element^ of this form is denoted by y2. Set H—^ay b, c, x19y2y.
Then H is isomorphic to a subgroup of NMn(M9) of index 2, which we denote
by N(M9)*, and the i/-orbits are {1, 2}, A, TXU T4 and T2U T3.
Suppose that H is a proper subgroup of G. First assume that {1,2} is a G-
orbit. Then A is a G-orbit. By the assumption (4), the order of Gx 2 3 is a divisor
of 20-48. Since | A | = 9 and 3 G A , if G123 has an element of order three, then
the order of G is divisible by 33. This is a contradiction since the order of M23
is not divisible by 33. If G12 3 has an element of order five, then this element
fixes three points 1, 2, 3 and at least three points of A— {3} since | A— {3} | =8 ,
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contrary to (iv) of (3.1). Thus G123 is a semiregular 2-group on A—{3} by
the assumption (7). Since G contains H as a proper subgroup, \G: G123| =
|H: Hx231 =2• 9 and \H123\ =4, Gx23 is of order 8. Thus G is isomorphic to
NMn(M9) by [5]. Therefore G = <a, 6, £, #„ (^ x j ^ O a nd the G-orbits are
{i,2},A,r1ur2u.r8ur4.
Next assume that {1, 2} is contained in some G-orbit properly. If {1, 2}
U A is a G-orbit, then G is isomorphic to Mn by (3.15). If {1, 2} U I \ U T4 is a
G-orbit, then the remaining G-orbits are A and F2 U F3 or A U F2 U IV Since
|' {1, 2} U I \ U F41 = 8 and xxy2 is of order four and contained in G19 G is of order
divisible by 8 • 4. Suppose that T2 U T3 is a G-orbit. Since | T2 U T31 = 6, Gr2„ r3
has an involution. Hence for any point t of {1,2} u r l u r 4 or A, there is an
involution fixing t and F2 U F3 pointwise. This is a contradiction since every
involution fixing r 2 U r 3 pointwise fixes the same seven points by (vi) of (3.1).
Next suppose that A U F2 U F3 is a G-orbit. Since | A U F2 U F31 = 15, G has an
element of order five. Hence Gx has an element u of order five. On the other
hand we have already proved that the Gi-orbit containing 2 is {2} or {2} U A.
Since {2} and A are contained in the different G-orbit, {2} and A are the
Gi-orbit. Hence u fixes 1, 2 and four points of A, contrary to (3.1). In the
same way it is impossible that {1, 2} U F2 U F3 is a G-orbit.
Next since |{1, 2 } U A U r l l ) r 4 | = 1 7 and M23 has no element of order se-
venteen, {1, 2} U A U I \ U T4 is not a G-orbit. In the same way {1, 2} U A U F2
U F3 is not a G-orbit.
Finally since | {1, 2} UIMIF2UF3UT4 |=14, {1, 2} u r , u r 2 u r . u r 4 is
not a G-orbit by (3.11).
Thus if G contains #=(1 2) (3) (8) (9)—, then G is isomorphic to Mny NMn
(M9)oriVMll(M9)*.
(iii) Assume that *=(1) (2 3) (8) ( 9 ) - . In the case x=(2) (1 3) (8) ( 9 ) -
the proof is similar. By the incidence structure of P(«), #=(1) (2 3) (4) (5) (6 7)
(8) (9)--- or (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8) (9)---. Suppose that x is of the first form.
Since A(l, 4 )=r 2 or T2U {18, 19} and A(l, 4)*= A(l, 4), {16, 17}"-{16, 17}
or {18, 19}. If {16, 17}"= {16, 17}, thenxor affixes {1,4,5,16,17} pointwise.
This is a contradiction since A(l, 4 )3 {5, 16, 17}. Hence {16, 17}"= {18, 19},
and so *=(16 18) (17 19) - or (16 19) (17 18) - . Then bx=(l) (2 3 9) (8) (4)
(5 19 16 18 17) - or (1) (2 3 9) (8) (4) (5 18 16 19 17) - . Hence |/((6*)5)| >8,
contrary to (ii) of (3.1). Thus x is of the second form. Since A(l, 6)=F4 or
r4U {20,21} andA(l,6)"=A(l,6), {22,23}*= {22,23} or {20,21}. If {22,23}*
= {22, 23}, then x or ax fixes {1,6,7,22,23} pointwise. This is a contradiction
since A(l, 6)=> {7, 22, 23}. If *=(20 23) (21 22 ) - , then &*=(1) (2 3 9) (8)
(20 23) — , contrary to (v) of (3.1), Thus #=(20 22) (21 23) — . Furthermore
A ( l , 5 ) = r i o r r i U {16, 17} and A(l, 4)*=A(1, 5). Hence similarly *=(16) (17)
(18 19)- . Thus
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x = (1) (2 3) (8) (9) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (18 19) (20 22) (21 2 3 ) - .
Hence x=yt. Set H=(aybycyyxy. Then the #-orbits are {1}, {2} U A, r\U T2
and T3 U F4. Since H< (a, b, cy xly y^ and <#, by c> xly ji>—AfUJ H is isomorphic
to a subgroup of Mlo. Furthermore since M1Q has orbits of lengths 1, 10, 12 as
a subgroup of M23 (see [1], p. 235), H is isomorphic to a proper subgroup of Mlo.
On the other hand H is doubly transitive on {2} U A and has an element cyt=
(1) (13) (15) (2 3 10 11) (8 14 9 12)—, the order of H is a multiple of 10-9-4.
Thus H is isomorphic to a subgroup of Mlo of index two, which is denoted by
M *
ivi10 .
Suppose that H is a proper subgroup of G. If {2} U A is a G-orbit, then G
is isomoprhic to Mlo by [5]. In this case G=<a, 6, cyyly x1yzy and the G-orbits
are {1}, {2} U A and Tx (J T2 U F3 U F4. Next assume that G has an orbit contain-
ing {2} U A properly. If {1} U {2} U A is a G-orbit, then G must be isomorphic
to Afn by (3.15). If {2} U A U I \ U F2 is a G-orbit, then | {2} U A U I \ U F2 | =
16. Since G2 is of even order, the order of G is divisible by 16-2. On the other
hand { l}Ur 3 Ur 4 is fixed by G as a set and G{1>ur3ur4<S7. Thus G has
an involution u fixing {1} U F3U F4 pointwise. Hence bcICU>=(l) (6) (20) (21)
(7 22 23), contrary to (3.4). In the same way it is impossible that {2} (J A U T3
U T4 is a G-orbit. If {1} U {2} U A U I \ U T2 is a G-orbit, Then | {1} (J {2} U A
U I \ U T21 = 17, contrary to the assumption (4). In the sam eway it is impossible
that {1} U {2} U A U T3U T4 is a G-orbit. Finally by (3.14), fl-{l} is not a G-
orbit.
Thus if G contains *=(1) (2 3) (8) ( 9 ) - or (2) (1 3) (8) (9 ) - , then G is
isomorphic to M]o*, M1Q or Mlv
When G is isomorphic to N(M9) or N(M9)*y we may assume that G is iso-
morphic to <«, by c, x19 {xxy^yixi=ia, byi\ cyi%yly xty2> or <a, b, c, xlyy2yyixi
=<«, byi% cyixiy yv j/i*i> respectively, and these generators were used in the
proof of Lemma 3.
3.17. Assume that \ A(i, j) | <5 for any two points i, j of £1. If there is two
points i\ jf of fl such that | A(i'y j') j =5 , then G is (vi) or (vii) of Lemma 1, and we
have the following:
(vi) If G is isomorphic to PSL(2, 11;, then G is isomorphic to (a, xly #2>
as a permutation group.
(v) If G is isomorphic to S5y then G is isomorphic to (jiy xly x3y as a per-
mutation group.
Here
a = (1) (2) (3) (8 9) (10 11) (12 13) (14 15) (4) (5) (6) (7) (16 17) (18 19)
(20 21) (22 23).
x±= (1) (2 3) (8) (9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (18 19)
(20 22) (21 23),
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x2= (2) (8) (10) (1 12) (9 13) (3 15) (14 11) (4) (7) (17) (18) (5 23) (6 21)
(16 22) (19 20),
x,= (3) (13) (10) (2 14) (1 8) (9 11) (12 IS) (4) (5) (17) (22) (6 18) (7 20)
(16 21) (19 23).
Proof. Let | A(l, 2) | - 5 and A(l, 2)= {3, 8, 9, 10, 11}. Then we may as-
sume that there is an involution a of the form
a = (1) (2) ...(7) (8 9) (10 11) (12 13) (14 IS) (16 17) (18 19) (20 21)
(22 23).
Let b be an involution fixing 1, 2, 8. By (3. 7), ab is of order three or five.
If the order of ab is three, then the order of (G12)AC1'2) is a multiple of 5-3-2.
Hence (G12)AC1>2:> contains A5 by [5]. Thus G has an element V such that br is
conjugate to b and abf is of order five. Therefore we may assume that the
order of ab is five and b is of the form
b = (1) (2) (4) (8) (3 10) (9 11) (12) (5 14) (13 15) (16) (6 18) (17 19)
(20) (7 22) (21 23).
Hence
ab = (1) (2) (4) (3 10 9 8 11) (5 14 13 12 15) (6 18 17 16 19)
(7 22 21 20 23).
Set ^={3 ,8 ,9 ,10 ,11} , r a = {5, 12, 13, 14, 15}, r , = {6, 16, 17, 18, 19}, and
T4={7, 20, 21, 22, 23}. Similarly to (3.16) we may assume that A(l, 4) 3 5,
A(l, 6)37 and A(2,4)36. Thensince {l,2}a*={l,2}, A(l,2)33 and |A(1,2)|
<5, A(l, 2)=IY Similarly A(l, 4)=T2 and A(2, 4)=T3. Since G124 contains
<tf, by and A(l, 2), A(l, 4) and A(2,4) are orbits of Gt 2, G14 and G2 4 respectively
by (3.8), the G124-orbits are {1}, {2}, {4}, I \ , T2, I \ and T4.
Now we have one of the following cases and treat these cases separately.
( i ) 1, 2, 4 belong to the same G-orbit.
(ii) Exactly two points of {1, 2, 4} belong to the same G-orbit.
(iii) 1, 2, 4 belong to distinct G-orbits.
( i ) Suppose that 1, 2, 4, belong to the same G-orbit. Then the G-
orbit containing 1,2, 4 is {1,2,4}, { l ,2 ,4}ur , , {1, 2, 4} U I \ U r y or {1,2,4}
UI\-Ur.UTky where «, j , k<= {1, 2, 3, 4}.
First assume that {1, 2, 4} is a G-orbit. Then G fixes and is transitive on
A(1,2)UA(1,4)UA(2, 4). Thus the G-orbits are {1, 2, 4}, IMII^U T3 and T4.
By (3.5), there is an involution x fixing 20, 21 and commuting with a. If x=
(1) (2) (4)-", then x fixes I(a) pointwise by the incidence structure of P(a). Thus
I(x)^I(a) U {20, 21}, which is a contradiction. Hence we may assume that x=
(1) (2 4)—. By the incidence structure of P{a\ x=(l) (2 4) (3 5) (6) (7) (20)
(21)---. Since T4 is a G-orbit, {22,23}*= {22,23}. If x fixes {22,23} pointwise,
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then since G is transitive on {1, 2, 4} for any point i of {1, 2, 4} some involution
conjugate to x fixes F4U {i} pointwise, contrary to (vi) of (3.1). Thus x has a
2-cycle (22 23). Let y be an involution fixing 7, 22 and commuting with b. In
the same way y=(7) (22) (20) (21 23 ) - . Thus xy={7) (20) (21 23 2 2 ) - and so
xy is of order three. Hence xy fixes {1, 2, 4} pointwise or has a 3-cycle on
{1, 2, 4}. If *y=(l) (2) (4) (7) (20) (21 23 22) - , then \I(xy) C\I{a) | >4. Thus
xy fixes noncollinear four points of P(a) and hence it fixes I(a) pointwise. This
contradicts (ii) of (3.1). Hence xy has a 3-cycle on {1, 2, 4}. Then xy permutes
A(l, 2) A(l, 4) and A(2, 4) cyclically. Since A(l,2) = r1> A(l, 4) = F2 and
A(2, 4)=F3, xy has no fixed point in TillF-jUIY Thus \I(ocy)\=2, contrary
to (ii) of (3.1).
Next assume that {1, 2, 4} U I\- is a G-orbit, where tG {1, 2, 3, 4}. Set T=
{1,2,4} U T,.. Since | {2, 4} U I\-1 =7 , the G-orbit containing 2 is {2}, {2, 4} or
{2} U I\- by (3.11). If {2, 4} is a Grorbit, then (G1)r"{1} has orbits of lengths
two and five. Hence G r is primitive. Since a primitive group of degree eight
is doubly transitive by [5], G r is doubly transitive. This is a contradiction. Next
suppose that {2} is a Grorbit. Then (Gr)i=(Gr)2. If {4} and F, are Grorbits,
then (Gr)1=(Gr)2=(Gr)4. Hence | F | is divisible by 3, which is a contradiction.
If {4} U r , is a G-orbit, then (Gr)i+(Gr)4. Since G4 is conjugate to G^G^
has exactly one orbit {t} of length one, where feT— {1, 2, 4}. On the other
hand G4 contains (aby which fixes exactly three points 1, 2, 4 of F. Hence t=l
or 2, which is a contradiction. If {2} U Ff- is a Gj-orbit, then {4} is a G^orbit.
Hence in the same way we have a contradiction.
Next assume that {1, 2, 4} CF,UF y is a G-orbit, where /, ; e {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Then | {1,2,4} U F,- U Fy | = 13 and so G has an element of order thirteen, contrary
to the assumption (4).
Finally assume that the G-orbits are {1, 2, 4} U F,- U Fy U F* and F,, where
{iyjy ky l} = {1,2,3,4}. Then G has orbits of lengths five and eighteen. This is
a contradiction since M2Z has no subgroup having orbits of lengths five and eigh-
teen (see [1], p. 235).
Thus it is impossible that 1, 2, 4 belong to the same G-orbit.
(ii) Suppose that exactly two points of {1, 2, 4} belong to the same
G-orbit. We may assume that 1, 2 belong to the same G-orbit. Then the G-
orbit containing {1,2} is {1,2}, {1,2} UF,-, {l,2}UF,UFy , {1,2} UF,-UFy U F*
or {1,2} Ur.UF^.UF^Ur,, where {i,j,k,l} = {lJ2,3,4}. By (3.11), {1,2} UF,
is not a G-orbit. Since M23 has no element of order seventeen, {1, 2} U Ff- U Fy
U F* is not a G-orbit. Furthermore by (3.14), {1,2} U F, U Fy U F* U F7 is not
a G-orbit. Thus the G-orbit containing {1, 2} is {1, 2} or {1,2} U F,UFy . We
treat these cases separately.
(ii.i) Assume that {1, 2} is a G-orbit. Then A(l, 2)=Tt is a G-orbit.
By (3.5), there is an involution x fixing 8, 9 and commuting with a. By the as-
sumption (7), X^F(1) (2) (8) (9)..-. Thus x has a 2-cycle (1 2) and so x fixes a
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point 3 by the incidence structure of P(a). Thus x=(l 2) (3) (8) (9) (10) (11) —
or (1 2) (3) (8) (9) (10 11)..-. If x is of the first form, then I(x)^Tv Now
I(xab)=I(x)ab^T1ab=T1 and hence by (vi) of (3.1) I(x)ab=I(x). This contradicts
(3.4) since PSL(3,2) has no element of order five. Hence x is of the second form.
By the incidence structure of P(a), x={\ 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11) - or
(12) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9) (10 11)- .
(ii.i.i) Let x=(l 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7) (8) (9) (10 11)- . Since A(l, 4)*
A(2,4), r / = r 3 and so T / = r 4 . Since |I(x) \ =7, |/(*) n T41 = 3 . Hence if * =
(20 21) (22) (23)-, then bx={\ 2) (4) (8) (20 21 23) - , which is a contradiction
by (v) of (3.1). Next if ^=(20) (21) (22 23 ) - , then abx=(l 2) (4) (3 9) (8 10 11)
(7 21)—, which is also a contradiction. Thus the case (ii.i.i) does not occur.
(ii.i.ii) Let x=(l 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9) (10 11) - . Set H=(a, by x>.
Then {1,2} and I \ are if-orbits and the remaining iJ-orbits consist of unions of
T2, T3 and {4} U T4. Suppose that T2, T3 and {4} U T4 are if-orbits. Since
I {4} U F41 =6 , H has an element u of order three. Then u has at least two fixed
points in each orbits of length five. Thus \I(u)\ >6, contrary to (ii) of (3.1).
Next suppose that {4} U T2 U T3 U T4 is an tf-orbit. Then | {4} U T2 U T3 U T41
= 16. Since H4 has an involution a, H is of order divisible by 16 • 2. On the other
hand since | {1,2} UT1 |=7, |#:#C l > 2 } u r i | is a divisor of |57 |=7-5-9-16. Hence
^{i,2>uri has an involution, which fixes {1,2} and A(1,2)=I\ pointwise, contrary
to the assumption (7). Next suppose that Tiy Tj U {4} U F4 are i/-orbits, where
{iy j} = {2, 3}. Then | r y U {4} U T41 = 11. Hence H has an element of order
eleven. Since an element of order eleven has two 11-cycles and one fixed point,
it is impossible that {1, 2} is an i/-orbit of length two. Thus we have a contra-
diction. Therefore the #-orbits must be {1,2}, I\ , T2 U T3 and {4} U T4. Using
this result we shall determine the form of x. Since
bx = (1 2) (8) (3 11 9 10) (22 4 7 - ) - ,
bx is of order four. Moreover {4} U F4 is an i7-orbit. Hence
* = (1 2) (3) (4 7) (5) (6) (8) (9) (10 11) (20 22) (21 2 3 ) -
and so
bx = (1 2) (8) (3 119 10) (22 4 7 20) (21) (23)- .
Hence bx has exactly two 2-cycles (12) and (if) by (iii) of (3.1), where i,j^T2U T3.
Thus I((bxf)= {1,2,8,21,23, i,j}. On the other hand (bx)2 is a central involution
of a dihedral group <b, *>. Hence J«»*«=(l) (2) (8) (21 23) (tj) and xiab*»=
( 1 2) (8) (21 23) (i) (j). Thus {i,j} = {5, 14,} {13, 15}, {6, 18} or {17, 19}.
Suppose that {i,j}= {13, 15} or {17, 19}. Then /(*) 3 {13, 15} or {17, 19}.
Since x commutes with a and ar2^r3=(5) (12 13) (14 15) (6) (16 17) (18 19), x
fixes {3, 8, 9} U T2 or {3, 8, 9} U T3 pointwise. Thus \I(x) \ >8, contrary to (i)
of (3.1). Hence {i,j} = {5,14} or {6,18} and so * fixes {5,14,15} or {6,18,19}
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pointwise because x commutes with a.
Suppose that x fixes 5, 14, 15. Since (Jby Xs) is a dihedral group of order
eight and not semiregular on F2 U F3 — {5,14} of length eight, (b, Xs) is intransitive
on T2 U T3— {5,14}. Furthermore bx has two 4-cycles on F2 U F3— {5,14}. Hence
(b9 x) has two orbits of length four on r2U F3 — {5, 14}. On the other hand x
has exactly two fixed points 15,6 and three 2-cycles on F2 U F3— {5, 14}. Hence
15, 6 are contained in the same (by #)>-orbit. Thus {15, 6, 13, 18} and {12, 16,
17, 19} are <b, *>-orbits on F2U F 3 - {5, 14}. Hence *=(15) (6) (13 18)-. and
so #=(15) (6) (13 18) (12 19) (16 17)-because x commutes with a. Thus
* = (1 2) (3) (8) (9) (10 11) (4 7) (5) (6) (20 22) (21 23) (14) (15) (12 19)
(16 17)(13 18).
From now on the element x of this form is denoted by xv
Similarly if x fixes 6, 18, 19, then
* = (1 2) (3) (8) (9) (10 11) (4 7) (5) (6) (20 22) (21 23) (18) (19) (14 17)
(15 16) (12 13).
From now on the element x of this form is denoted by x/. Then both <#, b, x^
and <#, b> #/> are isomorphic to S5.
Set H=<\d, by xty and suppose that H is a proper subgroup of G. The proof
in the case H=(ay b, x/y is similar. Since Hri=S5 and Fx is a G-orbit, Hri=
Gri. Moreover HTl=l and G contains H properly. Hence Gri4=l and so G
has a nonidentity element u fixing Fj pointwise. Then \I(u)\>5. Hence
u is of order three or two. If u is of order three, then u fixes the G-orbit {1, 2}
pointwise. Thus \I(u)\ >7, contrary to (ii) of (3.1). Thus u is of order two.
Then since ab fixes Tly ab fixes I(u). Thus {ab)nu:> is of order five, contrary to
(3.4). Thus there is no group which contains H properly and satisfies the as-
sumption of Lemma 1.
(ii.ii) Assume that {1,2} U F, U Fy is a G-orbit, where x, je {1,2, 3,4}.
Then the remaining G-oibits are unions of {4}, F^ and F,, where k, IG {1,2, 3 ,4}
— {/, j}. Hence the G-orbit containing {4} is of length one, six or eleven. Since
| {1, 2} U F,- U Fy | = 12, if G has an orbit of length six or eleven, then G is a sub-
group of a group which is isomorphic to Mu (see [1], p. 235) and if G has an
orbit of length one, then G is a subgroup of M22. However it is impossible that
G has orbits of lengths six, five and twelve and isomorphic to a subgroup of Mn
(see [1], p. 235). Next suppose that G has an orbit of length eleven. Then by
(3.15), G is isomorphic to M1V Let i19 i2 be two points of the G-orbit of length
eleven. Then Gh i2 has orbits of lengths nine and twelve on H— {i19 i2}. By
(3.8), | A(z\, i2) | >9, contrary to the assumption. Hence G is a proper subgroup
of M22. Thus the lengths of the G-orbits are 1, 12, 5, 5 or 1, 12, 10. Hence G
is a subgroup of Mlo (see [1], p. 235) and has orbits {4}, {1, 2} UF,U Fy, Tk, F7
or {4}, { l ,2}UF,Ur y , r*UF, . Since | {1,2} u r , u r y | = 12, G has an element
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of order three. On the other hand since Gr*u r ' is a subgroup of Mlo of degree
ten, an element of order three fixes exactly one point of F^UF/. Hence it is
impossible that G has two orbits Tk and F, of length five. Thus Yk U F, is a G-
orbit. Since G fixes a point 4 and two points 1, 2 belong to the same G-orbit,
A(4, 1)=F2 and A(4, 2)=F3 are contained in the same G-orbit. Thus the G-
orbits are {4}, {1, 2}ur 2 UT 3 and F ^ F , or {4}, {1, 2} UIMir , and F2UF3.
First assume that {4}, {1, 2} U F2U F3 and I^U F4 are G-orbits. Since | {1, 2}
U T2 U F31 = 12 and G riu r< is a subgroup of M10 of degree ten, G4 3 has an element
of order three which has no fixed point on Fj U F4 — {3}. Hence the lengths of
the G4 3-orbits in Fx U F4 — {3} are multiples of three. Thus | A(4, 3) | = 3 because
A(4, 3)37 and | A(4, 3) | <5. On the other hand | {1,2} U F2U F31 = 12 and Gx
is of even order. Hence G is of order divisible by 4-2 Then since | G4: G4 31 =
10 and A(4, 3) is a G4 3-orbit of length three, G has an involution fixing {4, 3} U
A(4, 3) pointwise, contrary to the assumption (7). Next assume that {4}, {1, 2}
U I \ U T4 and F2 U F3 are G-orbits. Then for two points 1 and 3 of the G-orbit
{1,2} U I\U T4 A(4, 1) and A(4, 3) are contained in the same G-orbit. However
this is a contradiction since A(4, 1)=F2 and A(4, 3) contains a point 7 of F4.
(iii) Suppose that 1, 2, 4 belong to distinct G-orbits. Furst assume
that G has no orbit of length one. Then the lengths of the G-orbits are 6, 6, 6,
5 or 6, 6, 11. By (3.15), the latter case dose not occur. Hence G has orbits of
lengths 6, 6, 6, 5. But there is no maximal subgroup of M23 containing G (see
[1], p. 235). Thus G has an orbit of length one.
Next assume that G has at least two orbits of length one. Then we may
assume that {1} and {2} are G-orbits. By (3.5), there is an involution x fixing
8, 9 and commuting with a. Then x fixes 1, 2 and two points 8, 9 of A(l, 2),
contrary to the assumption (7).
Thus G has exactly one orbit of length one. Hence we may asssume that
{1} is a G-orbit. Then the remaining G-orbits are unions of {2} U F,-, {4} U Fy,
Tk and F,, where {2} U F,- and {4} U Fy are not contained in the same G-orbit
and {*", j , ky /} = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Thus the length of the G-orbit containing {2} or
{4} is 16, 11 or 6. We treat these cases separately.
(iii.i) Suppose that there is a G-orbit of length sixteen. Then the G-
orbits are {1}, {*,} U Ff- U Fy and {t2} U F,, where {t19 t2}={2, 4} and {i,j, k, 1}
= {1,2,3,4,}. Since | {Q U I \ U r y U F* | = 16 and the order of Gtl is even, G is
of order divisible by 16-2. On the other hand since | {t2} U F/1 =6, a Sylow 2-
subgroup of Git2}[jri is of order at most sixteen. Hence G{t2-}[iri is of even order.
Thus there is an involution x fixing {t2} U F7 pointwise. Since \I(x) \ =7 , I(x)
= {1, t,} U F7. Then ab fixes I(x) and (ab)ICX> is of order five, contrary to (3.4).
Thus G has no orbit of length sixteen.
(iii.ii) Suppose that there is a G-orbit of length eleven. Since {1} is
a <?-orbit of length one, G is isomorphic to PSL(2, 11) and the G-orbits are {1},
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{2} U F, U r y and {4} U Tk U F,, where {i, /, &, /} = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Now we deter-
mine the generators of G. Assume that {2} and r x =A(l , 2) are contained in
the same G-orbit. Then G has an orbit {2} U I \ U I\- where i(= {2, 3, 4}. Let
{*}=r, n/(«). Then A(l, 2)=r x and A(l, *) are contained in the same G-orbit.
On the other hand by the incidence structure of P(a)y /(fl)flA(l, i) is different
from {2}, {3} and {*}. Thus {{2} UIMIT,} fU(fl)3{2 3, t}9 which is a con-
tradiction. Similarly {4} and F2= A(l, 2) are not contained in the same G-orbit.
Thus the G-orbits are {1}, {2} U F2 U r , and {4} U T1U Fy, where {ij} = {3,4}.
Now we assume that the G-orbits are {1}, {2}ur2Ljr3, and {4} U A l l IV
When the G-orbits are {1}, {2} UF2UF4 and {4} u r 2 u r 3 , the generators are
deternimed in the similar way and this group is isomorphic as a permutation
group whose orbits are {1}, {2} U r 2 U r 3 and {4}Ur i l i r4 . Let x be an
involution fixing 8, 9 and commuting with a. Since A(l, 2)38, 9 and 7(#)3l,
x does not fix 2. Furthermore since {2} U F2U F3 is a G-orbit, x=(l) (2 5) (6)---
or (1) (2 6) ( 5 ) - . Now we assume that *=(1) (2 5) (6) (8) ( 9 ) - . Then by the
incidence structure of P(a)y x=(l) (2 5) (3 4) (6) (7) (8) ( 9 ) - . Hence
bx = (1) (8) (14 2 5 - ) (10 4 3 - ) - .
Since b and x fix 1, 8, A(l, 8) Dl(b)= {2} and A(l, 8) n/(*)=!= {2}, the order of
bx is odd by (3.7). Furthermore since A(l, 8) is a Gx 8-orbit and | A(l, 8)| <5,
the order of bx is three or five. If bx is of order three, then x fixes 14, 10 and so
fixes 15, 11 because ax=xa. Thus \I{x)\ > 7, contrary to (i) of (3.1). Therefore
bx is of order five and so \I(bx) | = 3 . Hence b and x fix exactly one more point
other than 1, 8 in common. Therefore x fixes exactly one point of {12, 16, 20}.
Assume that x fixes 16. Then x fixes 17 because ax=xa. Thus I(x)= {1, 6, 7,
8, 9, 16, 17}. Since A(l, 8)32 and {2} U F2U F3 is a G-orbit, A(l, 8 )c {2} U F2
U F3 by (3.8). Since three points 1, 6, 7 are collinear, A(l, 8)^6. Since three
points 1, 2, 8 are collinear in P(b),, A(l, 8)$16. Thus A(l, 8) 317 in P(x).
Furthermore since A(l, 8)<*'*>=A(1, 8) and | A(l, 8)| < 5 , A(l, 8)= {2, 5, 14,
17, 19}. Therefore
x = (1) (2 5) (3 4) (6) (7) (8) (9) (16) (17) (14 19) (15 18)... .
Hence
ax = (1) (2 5) (3 4) (6) (7) (8 9) (16 17) (14 18) (15 19) -
and
box = (1) (2 5 18 6 14) (13 19 16 17 1 5 - ) - .
This shows that bax is of order five. Hence ax fixes 13 and so fixes 12.
Furthermore since \I(bax) | = 3 , 6 and ax fix exactly one more point other than
1, 12 in common. Hence ax fixes 20 and so fixes 22. Thus
X = (1) (25) (3 4) (6) (7) (8) (9) (16) (17) (14 19) (15 18) (12 13) (20 21 ) - ,
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Therefore *=(10 23) (11 22) or (10 22) (11 23) on {10, 11, 22, 23}. If x is of
the first form, then bx = (3 23 20 21 10 4)---. This is a contradiction since bx is
of order five. Thus
x = (1) (2 5) (3 4) (6) (7) (8) (9) (16) (17) (14 19) (15 18) (12 13) (20 21)
(10 22) (11 23).
The element x of this form is denoted by x2. Then (a, b, x>> is isomorphic to
PSL(2, 11). Since any subgroup of M23 which is isomorphic to PSL(2, 11) and
has orbits of lengths 1, 11, 11 is isomorphic as a permutation group to <#, b, #2>,
we need not show the form of x when x=(l) (2 6) (5) (8) (9)..- or (1) (2 5) (6) (8)
(9)--- and x fixes 16 or 20.
(iii. iii) Suppose that there is a G-orbit of length six. Then by (iii.
i) and (iii. ii), the lengths of the G-obits are 1, 6, 6, 5, 5 or 1, 6, 6, 10.
Assume that {t} U I \ is a G-orbit, where t<= {2, 4} and z(E {3, 4}. Let t=2
and i=3. The proofs in the remaining cases are similar. For two points 2 and
6 of {2} Ur3, A(l, 2) and A(l, 6) are contained in the same G-orbit. Since
A(l, 2)=FX and A(l, 6)37, F3 and T1 are contained in the same G-orbit. Thus
G-orbits are {1}, {2} UF3, T1[JT4 and {4} U F2. Let x be an involution fixing
12, 13 and commuting with a. Since A(l, 4) 312, 13, x does not fix the point
4 by the assumption (7). Furthermore {4} U F2 is a G-orbit. Hence by the
incidence structure of P(a) x=(l) (4 5) (2 3) (6) ( 7 j - or (1) (4 5) (2) (3) (6 7).- .
If x is of the first form, then 2 and 3 belong to the same G-orbit, which is a
contradiction. If x is of the second form, then 6 and 7 belong to the same
G-orbit, which is also a contradiction.
Thus the G-orbit containing {2} is {2} U T1 or {2} U F2 and the G-orbit
containing {4} is {4} U Fx or {4} U F2. Suppose that the stabilizer of two points
in Ga>ur» contains a four group, where {£}UF,- is a G-orbit, t^ {2, 4} and
iG {1, 2}. Since G('>ur; is doubly transitive on {t} U F,-, GWur« contains A6 by
[5], Then since A6 has no permutation representation of degree five, F3U F4 is
a G-orbit. Furthermore since A6 is isomorphic to Mlo* of degree ten, Gr3ur*
is doubly transitive on F3UF4. On the other hand since A(l, 6)37, A(l, 6)
is a G16-orbit containing 7 by (3. 8). Thus A(l, 6) = F3UF4—{6} and so
|(A1, 6) |=9. This is a contradiction. Thus the stabilizer of two points in
G(our« does not contain a four group. We use this result in the following proof.
First assume that {2} U Fj and {4} U F2 are G-orbits. Let x be an involution
fixing 16, 17 and commuting with a. Since {2} (J T1 is a G-orbit, {2, 3}*= {2, 3}.
Suppose that x fixes {2, 3} pointwise Since A(l, 2)=F1, I(X)ZD{1, 2, 3} and
I(ax)Z){ly 2, 3}, x and ax have no fixed point in F ^ {3} by the assumption
(7). Hence x=(l) (2) (3) (8 10) (9 11)... or (1) (2) (3) (8 11) (9 10).- . Thus
(a, #)>{2}uri is a four group contained in (G{2}uri)23, contrary to the remark above.
Similarly x does not fix {4, 5} pointwise. Hence *=(1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16)
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(17)««« . Then x fixes two more points other than 1, 6, 7, 16 and 17. Since
{2} (JT1 and {4} Ljr2 are G-orbits of even length, it is impossible that x has a fixed
point in both {2} U I \ and {4} U T2. Hence now we assume that x has no fixed
fixed point in {2} (J I \ . The proof in the case |/(*) fl {{4} U T2} | = 0 is similar.
Then *=(1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8 9) (10 11)... , (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8 10)
(9 11)... or (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8 11) (9 10).- . If a? is of the first form, then
axb=(l) (2 10 3) (8) (9 11)-.., contrary to (v) or (3. 1). Hence x is of the second
or third form. If x is of the third form, then"a*=(l) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8 10)
(9 11).... Hence set x'=x or ax in the second or third case respectively. Then
x'b=(l) (2 10 8 3) (9) (11) (5 4 14.-).- . Hence x'b is of order four and so x'b
has exactly two 2-cycles and three fixed points by (ii) of (3.1). Hence #'£ = (1)
(2 10 8 3) (9) (11) (4 5 14 12) (13 15).-. Then <*', {x'bJ>^T2 i s a f o u r g r o u p
contained in (G{4>nr2)1315, contrary to the remark above.
Next assume that {2} U F2 and {4} U F4 are G-orbits. Let x be an involution
fixing 16, 17 and commuting with «. Since {2} U T2 is a G-orbit, {2, 5}*= {2, 5}.
If x fixes {2, 5} pointwise, then by the incidence structure of P(a) x fixes I (a)
pointwise. Thus I(x)^2l(a) U {16, 17}, contrary to (i) of (3, 1). Hence x has a
2-cycle (2 5). Then by the incidence structure of P(a), x=(l) (2 5) (3 4) (6)
(7) (16) (17)..-. Then by the same argument as above we have a contradiction.
Thus we complete the proof of (3.17).
Let
(r1 = ( 1 4 3 ) ( 2 5 6 7) (8 10) (9 11) (12 22 14 18 20 13 23 15 19 21)
(16 17)
and
o-2 = (1 7 6) (2) (3 5) (4) (18 17 9 16) (10 23 20 18 12) (11 22 21 19 16)
(14 15).
Then
a = a"i = aa2,
(aXlp = *,'. = (1) (2 3) (8) (9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (4 5) (6) (7) (16)
(17) (18 19) (20 22) (21 23),
6-x = (3) (13) (10) (2 14) (1 8) (9 11) (12 15) (4) (5) (17) (22) (6 18)
(7 20) (16 21) (19 23),
6*i = (2) (8) (10) (1 12) (9 13) (3 15) (14 11) (4) (7) (17) (18) (5 23)
(6 21) (16 22) (19 20).
Then these elements belong to the group of (i) of (3.16), <«, (ax^i, b^y^S^
and <a, */*, b^y^PSL^Z, 11). We used in the proof of Lemma 3 these genera-
tors.
Next we need the follwing (3.18) and (3.19), which are frequently used
in the proof in (3.20).
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3.18. Let
a = (h) (*,) UJJt)'" •
and let b be an involution of the form
If A(z\, i2)^jt or A(z\, jt)^h (t=h 2 or 3), then (ab)2=\ and ab=a~\
Proof. If A(ilyjt)^i29 then A(i19 i2)^jt by the assumption (3), t=l, 2 or 3.
Hence we may assume that A^, i2)^jt> t = l,2 or 3. Then since A(ilyi2)a=
Afc, i2), A(z\, /2) 3 {/„ y2, y3}. Since
\I{{abf) | >5 . Hence the order of (ab)2 is 1, 2 or 3 by the assumption (4). If (ab)2
is of order two, then I((ab)2)Z) {tly Q and I((ab)2) fl A(^, i2)^. {jvj2jz}, contrary
to the assumption (7). If (ab)2 is of order three, then ab is of order six.
However \I(ab)\ >3 , contrary to (v) of (3.1). Hence (ab)2=l and so bab=a~1.
Since b is an involution, ab=a~1.
3.19. Assume that \ A(z', j) | <3 /or any two points z, j of VL. Let x, y be
involutions such that xy=yx and I(x)^I(y). Then I(x)nl(y) consists of three
points, say z\, i2, z3, and A(il9 i2)= {z3}.
Proof. Since I(x)±I(y), \I(x) f] I{y) \ = 3. Set I(x) fl / (y) = ft, 4, 4}.
Then 7«JC, y » = {zj, z2, z3}. Thus <#, j> is of order four and has orbits of
lengths one, two and four. Since <#, 3>> fixes {i19 i2}, A(z1, z2) consists of unions
of <x, j/>-orbits. Since | A(zn z2) | <3, A(z\, z2) does not contain the <#, ^>-orbit
of length four. Furthermore for any <#, j>-orbit of length two there is an
involution in (x9 y} fixing the (xy ^>-orbit of length two pointwise. Hence by
the assumption (7), A(z1, z2) does not contain the <#, j>-orbit of length two.
Thus A(zn z2) is the <#, ^>-orbit {z3} of length one.
3.20. It is impossible that \ A(z, j) \ < 3 for any two points z, j of fl.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradictin that | A(z, j) \ <3 for any two points
i,j of n . By (3. 9), we may assume that A(l, 2)= {3, 8, 9}. Then by the
assumption (6), there are two involutions a and b fixing 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, 8
respectively. Then by (3. 7), ab is of odd order. Since | A(l, 2) | = 3 , ab is of
order three. Thus we may assume that
a = (1) (2) (4) (3) (8 9) (5) (10 11) (6) (1213) (7) (14 15) (16 17) (18 19)
(20 21) (22 23)
and
b = (1) (2) (4)(8) (3 9) (10) (5 11) (12) (6 13) (14) (7 15) (16 17) (18 20)
(19 22) (21 23).
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Then
ab = (1) (2) (4) (3 9 8) (5 11 10) (6 13 12) (7 15 14) (16) (17) (18 2221)
(19 20 23).
Set I \={3 , 8, 9}, r a ={5, 10, 11}, r 3={6, 12, 13}, r 4={7, 14, 15}, A1=={18,
21, 22}, and A2={19, 20, 23}. Then <a, £>-orbits are {1}, {2}, {4}, I \ , T2,
T3, T4, AxU A2 and {16, 17}. Similarly to (3. 16) we may assume that A(l, 4 ) e
5, A(l, 6)37 and A(2, 4)36. Then A(l 2)=Tly A(l, 4 )=r 2 and A(2, 4)=r3 .
Since A(16, 1)-*=A(16, 1), A(16, 1)={2}, {4}, {17}, {2, 4, 17}, r ^ I V
YA, Ax or A2. If A(16, 1)32, then A(l, 2) 316, which is a contradiction. Simi-
larly A(16, 1)^4. Suppose that A(16, l )= r 8 . Then A(17, 1)=A(16, l ) a =r 8 .
Hence A(l, 6)= {7, 16, 17}. This implies that there is an involution x fixing
1, 6, 16. By the assumption (7),
Hence
ofrjc = (1) (16) (14 17 7—)— •
Thus abx is not an involution. On the other hand since A(16, 1)={6, 12, 13}
and x fixes 16, 1, 6,
* = (16) (1) (6) (12 13)-. .
Since ab=(16) (1) (6 13 12)«--, abx is of order two by (3. 18), which is a contradic-
tion. Thus A(16, l)=t=T3. Similarly A(16,1)4= T4. Hence A(16, 1 ) - {17}, I \ ,
T2, A, or A2. Since A(17,1)=A(16, 1)*, A(17, 1)={16,}, I\ , T2, Ax or A2. In
the same way A(16, 2)= {17}, I\ , T3, A, or A2, A(17, 2)= {16}. I\ , [\, Ax or
A2, A(16, 4)= {17}, r2, T3, A, or A2 and A(17, 4)= {16}, T2, r , , A, or A2.
Now A(16, 17)<a'6> = A(16, 17). Hence A(16, 1 7 ) - {1}, {2}, {4},
{1, 2, 4}, Tly T2, T3 or r4. In the following we treat these cases for A(16, 17)
separately.
(i) Assume that A(16, 17)=r\. The proof in the "case A(16, 17)=
F2 or F3 is similar. Then by the assumption (6), there is an involution x of the
form
x = (16) (17) (3) (8 9 ) - .
Since «6=(16) (17) (3 9 8 ) - , (ab)x=(ab)-1 by (3. 18). Since I{ab)={\, 2, 4,
16, 17}, * fixes {1, 2, 4} and so *=(1) (2) ( 4 ) - , (1) (2 4 ) - , (2) (1 4 ) - or (4)
(1 2 ) - . Suppose that *=(1) (2) ( 4 ) - . Then I(a) fU(*)2 {1, 2, 3, 4} and
I(a)^I(x), contrary to (vi) of (3. 1). Next suppose that x=(l) (2 4)— . Then
A(l, 3)*=A(1, 3). Since A(l, 3)32, A(l, 3)32X=4. Thus A(l, 3)n(/(a)2
{2, 4}, which is a contradiction since a is an involution fixing 1, 3. Similarly
**(2) (1 4 ) - . Thus
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* = (12) (3) (4) (8 9) (16) ( 1 7 ) - .
Since
ax = (12) (3) (4) (8) (9) (16 1 7 ) - ,
x commutes with a. Therefore by the incidence structure of P(a)y
^ = (1 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7) (8 9) (16) (17)- .
Then because (aby^ab)"1
x = (1 2) (4) (3) (8 9) (5 6) (10 13) (11 12) (7) (14 15) (16) (17)- .
Since \I(x) | =7 , x fixes exactly two points of {18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23}. Without
loss we may assume that x fixes 18, 19. Then
* = (1 2) (4) (3) (8 9) (5 6) (11 12) (10 13) (7) (14 15) (16) (17)
(18) (19) (21 22) (20 23).
Since /(<«, * » = {3, 7, 4},A(3, 4)= {7}, A(3, 7)= {4} and A(4, 7)= {3} by (3. 19).
Now A(16, 4)= {17}, r2, r3) A, or A2 and A(16, 1)={17}, Tu T2, A, or
A2. Since(16,17)=ru A(16,4)#= {17} and A(16, 1)+ {17}. Since A(16, 4)*=
A(16, 4) and T*=rt, A(16, 4)4= T2, T3. Thus r(16, 4)=AX or A2. On the other
hand A(16, 1)={17}, r , , T2, A, or A2. Since A(16, 17)=Tlt A(16, 1)4= {17}.
Suppose that A(16, l ) = r i . Then A(17, 1)=A(16, l ) "=r i . Hence A(l, 3)=
{2, 16, 17}. Then by the assumption (6), there is an involution
Since A(16, l ) = r t and ab=(16) (1) (3 9 8 ) - , {ab)u=(abyi by (3. 18). Hence
« = (i) (16) (2 17) (3) (4) (8 9).- .
Since A(3, 4)= {7}, u fixes 7 and so
«i = (1) (3) (4) (2 17 16) (7) (8) (9).-
 f
contrary to (ii) of (3. 1). Thus A(16, 1)4= IV Next suppose that A(16, 1)=T2.
Since A(17, 1)=A(16, l)*=r2 , A(l, 5)= {4, 16, 17}. Then by the assumption
(6) there is an involution
II = (1) (16) (5) (10 11) (4 17).- .
By (3. 18), (ab)u=(ab)-\ Hence
« = (1) (16) (4 17) (2) (5) (10 I I ) . - .
This implies that A(16, 4)=A(16, 17)*= IT*. However u fixes 1, 2. Hence
r l
l
*=r i , which is a contradiction since A(16, 4 ) = ^ or A2. Thus A(16, l)=A1
or A?. Since A(16, 2)-A(16, lf,A(16, 2)=AX or A2.
By (3. 5), there is an involution y fixing 10, 11 and commuting with a.
Since y fixes I{a),y=(l) ( 4 ) - , (1 4 ) - , (1) (4 «)- ,(4) (1 » ) - o r (1 i) ( 4 j > . ,
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i,je {2, 3, 5, 6, 7}. Since A(l, 4)2 {10, 11}, the first case does not occur. In
the remaining cases yIC"y is determined by the incidence structure of P(a).
(i.i) Assume that y=(l 4) (10) (11)- . Then y={\ 4) (5) (2) (7) (3 6)
(10) ( l l ) - o r (1 4) (5) (2 7) (3) (6) (10) (11)- .
(i.i.i) Suppose that y=(l 4) (5) (2) (7) (3 6) (10) (11)- . Then
Ay = (14) (2) (5 11) (10)....
This shows that by is of order two or four. Since (by)2 fixes {1, 4} U A(l, 4)
pointwise, the order of by is not four. Hence by is of order two and so y
commutes with b and so ab. Then y fixes {16, 17}. However A(16, 17)=r!
and I Y ^ I V Thus we have a contradiction.
(i.i.ii) Suppose that j ;= ( l 4) (5) (2 7) (3) (6) (10) (11).". Then A(4, 7)
= A(l, 2)y=T1y. This is a contradiction since | A(4, 7) | = 1 .
(i.ii) Assume thaty=(l) (4 i) (10 11)..., I G {2, 3, 5, 6, 7}.
(i.ii.i) Let i=2. Then A(l, 4)-y=A(l, 2). Since A(l, 4 ) = r 2 3 l 0 ,
A(l, 2)310*= 10, which is a contradiction.
(i.ii.ii) Let i=3 . Then j /=( l ) (4 3) (2 5) (6) (7) (10) (11)....
Since A(l, 10)<*-JF> = A(l, 10) and A(l, 10)34, A(l, 10)= {4, 3, 9}. Hence
y fixes 9 and so 8. This implies that y fixes the subset {3, 4, 7, 8, 9} of I(ax).
Hence by (vi) of (3. 1), y fixes I(ax) and consequently^ has a 2-cycle (14 15).
Thus
by = (1) (2 5 11) (3 9 4) (8) (10) (7 14 15) (13 6 . - ) - -
This shows that by is of order three. Hence y has a 2-cycle (12 13) and by fixes
exactly two points of {16, 17, «••, 23}. Therefore y has a common 2-cycle (i j)
in {16, 17, .", 23} with b. If (O')=(16 17), then \I(ay)\> 9, which is a con-
tradiction. Next suppose that (i j)=(2l 23). Since by is of order three and ay
is of order two, y={2\ 23)(20 22) (16 18) (17 19).-or (21 23) (20 22) (16 19) (17
18).-and so xy=(l 5 6 2) (3 4) (8 9) (16 18).-or (15 6 2) (3 4) (8 9) (16 I r -
respectively, contrary to (iii) of (3.1). Thus (i j)=(l$ 20) or (19 22). Since by
is of order three and ay is of order two, y is one of the following form:
yx= (1) (4 3) (2 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12 13) (14 15) (18 20) (19 21)
(16 22) (17 23),
y2= (1) (4 3) (2 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12 13) (14 15) (19 22) (18 23)
(16 20) (17 21)
or y/=yi'r, where i=\ or 2 and <r=(16 17). We assume that y=yt or y2. The
proof in the case y=y/ or y2' is similar. Then
aby, = (1) (2 5 11 10) (3 9 8 4) (6 12) (13) (7 14) (15) (18 16 22 19) (17
23 21 20),
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aby2 = (1) (2 5 11 10) (3 9 8 4) (6 12) (13) (7 14) (15) (18 19 16 20)
(17 21 23 22).
Set «!=*"** and u2=xabyK Then
Ul = (1 5) (3) (9) (4 8) (11 12) (10 6) (2 13) (14) (7 15) (22) (23) (16)
(20 19) (18) (17 21),
u2 = (1 5) (3) (9) (4 8) (11 12) (10 6) (2 13) (14) (7 15) (20) (21) (19)
(23 17) (16) (18 22).
Now A(16, l )=A t or A2. Assume that A(16, l ) = A r The proof in the
case A(16, 1)=A2 is similar. Then A(16, 5)=A(16, l)*i= {18, 17, 22}. Hence
A(16, 17)35. However A( 16, 17)=^ . Thus we have a contradiction. Next
A(16, 5)=A(16, 1)"«=A1. Hence A(16, 11)=A(16, 5)-»=A1'*=A1 and A(16, 10)
=A(16, ll)a»=:A1a*=A1. Thus A(16, 1)=A(16, 5) = A(16, 11)=A(16, 10)=A1.
This implies that A(16, 18)2{1,5, 10, 11}, which is a contradiction. Thus
(i.ii.iii) Let »=5. Then y=(l) (4 5) (2) (3) (6 7) (10) (11)-or (1) (4
5) (2 3) (6) (7) (10) (11)- . If y is of the first form, then /(<«, j » = {1, 2, 3}.
Hence by (3.19) A(l, 2)= {3}, which is a contradiction. Hence y is of the
second form. Then
by = (1) (4 5 11) (10) (9 2 3 - ) (13 6 - ) (15 7 - ) - .
This shows that by is of order three. Hence y fixes 9 and so 8. Furthermore
y=(\2 13) (14 15)-or (12 15) (13 14)- . If y = (\2 13) (14 15)- , then xy=
(13 2) (8 9) (14) (15)- , contrary to (v) of (3.1). Next suppose that y=(l2 15)
(13 14)—. Since \I(ay) \ =7 and \I(by) | = 5 , ay and by fix exactly four and two
points of {16, 17, - , 23} respectively. Thus y=(16 17) (18 19)- , (16 17) (20
21)-or (16 17) (22 23 ) - . However in any case {16, 17}'= {16, 17} a n d l Y + r , ,
which is a contradiction.
(i.ii.iv) Let *=6 or 7. Theny={\) (4 6) (5 7) (2) (3) (10) ( l l ) - o r
(1) (4 7) (5 6) (2) (3) (10) (11)- . Then /«a , j » = {1, 2, 3}. Hence by (3.19)
A(l, 2)= {3}, which is a contradiction.
(i.iii) Assume that;y=(4) (1 i) (10) ( l l ) - , » e {2, 3, 5, 6, 7}.
(i.iii.i) Let i=2. Then A(l, 4):>'=A(1, 2). Since A(l, 4 ) = r 2 3 l 0 ,
A(l, 2) 310*= 10. This is a contradiction.
(i.iii.ii) Let t=3 . Then j=(4) (1 3) (10) (11)- . Hence A(4, 3) =
A(4, 1)'. However | A(4, 3) | = 1 and | A(4, 1) | = 3. Thus we have a contradic-
tion.
(i.iii.iii) Let i = 5. Theny = (4) (1 5) (2) (6) (3 7) (10) ( l l ) - o r (4)
(1 5) (2 6) (3) (7) (10) (11)- . If y is of the first form, then I(<a, y»= {2,4, 6.}.
Hence by (3.19) A(2, 4)= {6}, which is a contradiction. Hence y is of the
second form. Then
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by = (4) (1 5 11) (10) (13 2 6-.) (9 3-..) (15 7 - ) - .
This shows that by is of order three. Hence y=(12) (13) (8 15) (9 14).-or (12)
(13) (8 9) (14 15) - . Assume that y=(12) (13) (8 15) (9 14) - . Then ay fixes
exactly three points 3, 4, 7 of {1, 2, ..., 15} and by fixes exactly three points 4,
10, 12 of {1, 2, ..., 15}. Since \I(ay) \ =7 and \I(by) \ =5, ay and by fix exactly
four and two points of {16, 17, —, 23} respectively. Thus y=(16 17) (18 19)..-,
(16 17) (20 21).-or (16 17) (22 23)..-. However in any case {16, 17}'= {16,
17} and Tf^T^ which is a contradiction since A(16, 17)=I\. Hence ^=(12)
(13) (8 9) (14 I S ) - .
Then
xy={\ 6) (2 5)(4) (3) (8) (9) (10 13) (11 12) (7) (14) (15)....
This shows that xy is of order two. Hence
y=(4) (1 5) (2 6) (3) (7) (10) (11) (12) (13) (8 9) (14 15) (16 18) (17 19)
(20 22) (21 23)
or the same permutation with 16 and 17 interchanged. We assume that y is of
the first form. The proof in the second case is similar. Since A(16, 1)=AX or
A2, first assume that A(16, l ) = A r Then A(16, 18)el . Since <*, y) fixes
{16, 18}, A(16, 18)3(1}<*•*>= {1, 5, 6, 2}, which is a contradiction. Next
assume that A(16, 1)=A8. Then A(16, 19) 3 1 . Since <*, ay} fixes {16, 19},
A(16, 19)= (1} <^  ^ > = (2, 1, 5, 6}, which is also a contradiction.
(i.iii.iv) Let *=6. Theny=(\) (16) (2 5) (3) (7) (10) (11).... Then
y is of the same form as y=(4) (1 5) (2 6) (3) (7) (10) (11)..-in the case (i.iii.iii)
with 1 and 2 interchanged. Hence in the same way we have a contradiction.
(i.iii.v) Leti=7.Theny=(4) (1 7) (5 3) (2) (6) (10) (11).... Then
J(O, # » = {2, 4, 6}. Hence by (3.19) A(2, 4)= {6}, which is a contradiction.
(i.iv) Assume that j ;=( l i) (4j>-, i, jG {2, 3, 5, 6, 7}.
(i.iv.i) Let «=2. Theny=(l 2) (4 7) (3) (5) (6) (10) (11)- . This
shows that A(l, 2)y=A(l, 2). Hence y=(S) (9).-or (8 9 ) - . If y is of the first
form, then
iy=(12)(3 9)(8)(5 11)(15 4 7...)...,
Then |I((by)2) | >7 and (by)2* 1. Hence (by)2 is of order two and fixes (1, 2} U
A(l, 2) pointwise, contrary to the assumption (7). Next if y is of the second
form, then
*y=(l)(2)(4 7)(8)(9)(3)- .
Hence xy is an involution fixing (1, 2}LJA(1, 2) pointwise, contrary to the
assumption (7).
(i.iv.ii) Let i=3 . Then y=( l 3) (4 6) (2) (5) (7) (10) (11)- . Since
b fixes a subset {2, 5, 10, 11} of I(y), b fixes I(y) by (vi) of (3.1). Hence
7&=15 and so 7( j )3 l4 because ay=ya. Thus
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y=(l 3) (4 6) (2) (5) (7) (10) (11) (14) (15)..-.
Since I(ax)= {4, 3, 8, 9, 7, 14, 15}, I(ax)y= {6, 1, 8', 9\ 7, 14, 15}. Then <aft>
fixes the aubset {1, 7, 14, 15} of I(ax)y. Hence <aft> fixes I(ax)y. Since
{6}<«*>={6, 12, 13}, {12, 13} dl(ax)y. Thus {8, 9} '= {12, 13}. Furthermore
since A(16, 1 7 ) = ^ and T^T^ y does not fix {16, 17}. Thus the <a, ft, #,>>
-orbits are {1, 2, 4} U I \ U T2 U T3, T4 and {16, 17} U Ax U A2. Since | {1, 2, 4}
U I \ U F2 U F31 = 12 and <#, ft, x, y\ has an element ab of order three, the order
of (a, ft, x, y) is a multiple of 32. By the assumption (4), a Sylow 3-subgroup
of <«, 6, tf, j>> is an elementary abelian group of order 32. Since T4 is a <a, ft, #, j/>
-orbit of length three, the order of <#, by x> y)TA is a multiple of three. Further-
more <<z, ft, #, j>>r4 is normalized by aft. Hence <a, 6, #, ^>r4 has an element u
of order three and commuting with ab. Since A! U A2 U {16, 17} is a <a, ft, #, j>
-orbit of length eight and|/(M)|=5, u fixes exactly two points of Ail) A2U{16,
17}. Thus # fixes 16, 17 because (ab)u=u(ab). On the other hand by the
assumption (4), <aft, u) has an orbit r of length nine. Since <1,2,4> U I \ U T2 U F3
is the only one <#, ft, x, ^^-orbit of length at least nine, T is contained in {1, 2,
4} U I \ U T2 U F3. Since <aft, u) is of order nine, (ab, u) is regular on I \ Hence
r = r 1 u r 2 u r 8 . Thus<aft, w> fixes {16, 17} and does not fix T ^ A ^ , 17),
which is a contradiction.
(i.iv.iii) Let /=5 . Theny=(15)(4y)(10)( l l ) . - . Since 1, 5, 4 are
collinear in P(a)y this is a contradiction.
(i.iv.iv) Let i=6. Then y=(l 6) (4 3) (2) (5) (7) (10) (11)- . Since
ft fixes a subset {2, 5, 10, 11} of I(y), ft fixes I(y) by (vi) of (3.1). Hence I(y)
37*= 15, and so 7(^)314 because ay=ya. Then j ; fixes a subset {3, 4, 7, 14,
15} ofl(ax)={3, 4, 7, 14, 15, 8, 9}. Hence by (vi) of (3.1), y fixes I (ax) and
so y has a 2-cycle (8 9). Then
by =(2) (10) (5 11) (14) (3 8 9 4) (13 1 6 - ) - .
This shows that by is of order four. Hence y has a 2-cycle (12 13). Thus
y = ( 1 6 ) (4 3) (2) (5) (7) (10) (11) (14) (15) (8 9) (12 13)- ,
y* = (2 5) (4 3) (1) (6) (7) (12) (13) (14) (15) (8 9) (10 11)- ,
af= (2 5) (4 3) (1) (6) (7) (12 13) (14 15) (8) (9) (10) (11)- .
Then ayx is y in (i.ii.ii). Hence y is not of this form.
(i.iv.v) Let i=7. T h e n ^ l 7) (4 2) (3) (5) (6) (10) (11)- . Then
A(l, 2)y= A(4, 7), which is a contradiction since | A(l, 2) | = 3 and | A(4, 7) | = 1.
(ii) Assume that A(16, 17)= {1, 2, 4}. Then there is an involution
*=(16) (17) (1) (2 4 ) - . Then by (3.18), (ab)x=(ab)-\ Furthermore A(2. 4)*
= A(2, 4). Hence *=(6) (12 13)- , (12) (6 13).-or (13) (6 12)- . Since in the
second and third cases we have the first form by transforming x by (ab)2 and ab
respectively, we may assume that
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*=(16) (17)(1) (2 4) (6) (12 13).-.
Then
Thus ax is of order two. Hence from (ab)*=(ab)~1, we have that
*=(1) (2 4) (3 5) (6) (7) (8 11) (9 10) (12 13) (14 15) (16) (17)- .
Since \I(x)\=7> x fixes two points of {18, 19, •••,23}. Without loss we may
assume that x fixes 18, 19. Thus
x = (1) (2 4) (3 5) (6) (7) (8 11) (9 10) (12 13) (14 15) (16) (17) (18)
(19) (21 22) (20 23),
Next there is an involution y fixing 16, 17, 2. Then by the same argument
as is used above for *
y = (1 4) (2) (5) (3 6) (7) (8 13) (9 12) (10 11) (14 15) (16) (17)- .
Then
xy =(1 4 2) (3 5 6 ) (7) (8 10 12) (9 11 13) (14) (15) (16) (17)- .
Thus xy is of order three. Hence y is one of the following elements:
yi = (1 4) (2) (5) (3 6) (7) (8 13) (9 12) (10 11) (14 15) (16) (17) (20)
(21) (18 22) (19 23),
y2 = (1 4) (2) (5) (3 6) (7) (8 13) (9 12) (10 11) (14 15) (16) (17) (22)
(23) (18 21) (19 20).
Suppose that y=yv The proof in the case y=y2 is similar. Then
y« = (1 4) (2) (3 12) (5 10) (9 13) (11) (8 6) (15) (7 14) (16) (17) (18)
(21 22) (23) (19 20),
xy* = (1 4 2) (3 10 13) (5 12 9) (6 8 11) (7 14 15) (16) (17) (18) (21)
(22) (19 20 23).
Since A(l, 6)37 and A(l, 16)3 17, A(6, 18)3 16 or 17 in the plane P(x).
Without loss we may assume that A(6, 18)3 16. Then A(7, 18)3 17. Thus
A(16,18) 3 6 and A(17,18) 37 . Since A(16, 18)*^=A(16, 18) and A(17,18)*^'
=A(17, 18), A(16, 18)= {6, 8, 11} and A(17, 18)= {7, 14, 15}. Furthermore
sinceA(21,22)<*^6>=A(21,22), A(21, 22) = {16}, {17}, {18}, {16, 17, 18},
{1, 2, 4}, {6, 8, 11}, {7, 14, 15} or {19, 20, 23}. On the other hand we have
shown that for I{<a, *»={1 , 2, 4} and I{ab)-I{<a, &»={16, 17}, A(16, 1)=
{17}, A(l, 2) A(l, 4), Aa or A2, where A,U A2 is a <a, 6>-orbit of length six.
Furthermore in the case (i) we have proved that A(16, 17)=|= A(l, 2), A(l, 4) and
A(2, 4). Since / « * , * • * » = {16, 17, 18} and / ( * * • » ) - / « * , * • » » = {21, 22},
by the same argument for <x, yfby as is used for <a, 6>, A(21, 18)= {22}, A(18,
16), A(18, 17), {3, 10, 13} or {5, 12, 9} and A(21, 22)4= A(16, 17), A(16, 18),
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A(17, 18). Thus A(21, 18)= {22}, {6, 8, 11}, {7, 14, 15}, {3, 10, 13} or {5,
12, 9}, and A(20, 21)= {16}, {17}, {18}, {16, 17, 18} or {19, 20, 23}. On the
other hand since A(21, 22)=A(21, 28)^= {18}, {3, 13, 10}, {7, 14, 15}, {6, 11,
8} or {5, 9, 12}, A(21, 22)= {18}. Hence there is an involution u fixing 21, 22
and commuting with *. Thus «=(21) (22) (18) (16)-or (21) (22) (18) (16 i)-,
«e {1, 6, 7, 17, 19}. We consider uIm in terms of the incidence structure of
P(x).
(ii.i) Assume that «=(21) (22) (18) (16)- . Then 7«x, M » D {16, 18}.
Hence by (3.19) | A(16, 18) | = 1, which is a contradiction since A(16, 18) =
{6, 8, 11}.
(ii.ii) Assume that w=(21) (22) (18) (16 * ) - , *e {1, 6, 7, 17, 19}.
(ii.ii.i) LeU=l . ThenM=(21) (22) (18) (16 1) (6 19) (7) (17)- , Then
/ « * , w»= {17, 18, 7}. Hence by (3.19) A(17, 18)= {7}, which is a contradiction
since A(17, 18)= {7, 14, 15}.
(ii.ii.ii) Let*=6. Then «=(21)(22)(18)(16 6)(17)(7)(1 19)-or(21)
(22) (18) (16 6) (17 7) (1) (19)- . If u is of the first form, then /(<*, « » = {17,
18, 7}. Hence by (3.19) A(17,18)= {7}, which is a contradiction. Next suppose
that u is of the second form. Then A(16, 17)"= A(6, 7). Hence | A(6, 7) | = 3 .
On the other hand since I{<a, * » = {1, 6, 7}, A(6, 7)= {1} by (3, 19). Thus we
have a contradiction.
(ii.ii.iii) Let i=l. Then M=(21) (22) (18) (16 7) (17 6) (1) (19)- .
Then A(16, 17)"=A(6, 7). Thus | A(6, 7 ) |=3 , which is a contradiction since
A(6,7)={1}.
(ii.ii.iv) Let *=17. Then «=(21) (22) (18) (16 17) (6 7) (1) (19)- .
Thus u fixes A(16, 17)= {1, 2, 4}. Hence {2, 4}"= {2, 4}. However this is a
contradiction since A(2, 4)= {6, 12, 13} and 6 "=7<£A(2 , 4)
(iUi.v) Let *=19. Then «=(21) (22) (18) (16 19) (1 6) (7) (17)- .
Then /(<*, « » = {17, 18, 7}. Hence by (3.19) A(17, 18)= {7}, which is a con-
tradiction.
(iii) Assume that A(16, 17)=F4. By (3.5), there is an involution *
fixing 16, 17 and commuting with a. Since A(16,17)=I\, we may assume that
#=(16) (17) (7) (14 15)- . Then by (3.18), (ab)x=(ab)-\ Hence x fixes {1,2,4}.
If x fixes {1, 2, 4} pointwise, then I(a) f!/(x)3 {1, 2, 4, 7} and I(a)^I(x), which
is a contradiction by (vi) of (3.1). Thus *=(1 2) (4)—, (1 4) (2)— or (2 4) (1)—.
Assume that x=( l 2) (4)—. The proof in the case *=(1 4) (2)— or (2 4) ( 1 ) -
is similar. Since ax=xa and (ab)*=(ab)~1,
# = ( 1 2 ) (4) (3) (5 6) (7) (8 9) (10 13) (11 12) (14 15) (16) (17)- .
This shows that x fixes exactly two points of {18, 19, •••, 23}. Hence we may
assume that
x = (1 2) (3) (4) (5 6) (7) (8 9) (10 13) (11 12) (14 15) (16) (17) (18) (19)
(21 22) (20 23).
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Thus this element x is the element x in the proof of the case (i). Moreover since
I«a, *»={3 , 4, 7}, by (3.19) A{i,j)={k}, where {i,j, k} = {3, 4, 7}.
Now A(16, 1)= {17}, Tu r2, A, or A2 and A(16, 4)= {17}, T2, T3, A, or A2.
Since A(16, 17)=F4, A(16, 1)* {17} and A(16, 4)+ {17}. Furthermore in the
proof of the case (i) to show that A(16,4)4= F2, F3 and A(16, l ) ^ ! ^ we did not
require that A(16,17)=F,. Hence by the same argument as in the case (i) A(16,4)
=Aj or A2 and A(16, l )= r 2 , Aj or A2. We shall treat these cases separately.
(iii.i) Assume that A(16, 1)=F2 and A(16, 4)=Ai. The proof in the case
A(16, l ) = r 2 and A(16, 4)=A2 is similar. Since A(17, 1)=A(16, l ) a =r 2 "=r 2 ,
A(l, 5)= {4, 16, 17}. Thus there is an involution y fixing 1, 5, 16. Then since
A(16,l)={5, 10,11},
Since A(16, 1)= {5, 10, 11}, (abf^aby1 by (3.18). Thus
Hence A(16, 4y=A(16, 17) and so A / = r 4 . Furthermore y fixes {1, 2} point-
wise. Since A(l, 2)=r , , y=(S) (8 9 ) - , (8) (3 9 ) - or (9) (3 8 ) - .
(iii.i.i) Supposethatj=(3) (8 9) (1) (2) (5) (10 11) (16) (4 17) - . Then
ay = (1) (2) (3) (8) (9) (5) (10) (11) (4 17 16) - .
which is a contradiction by (ii) of (3.1).
(iii.i.ii) Suppose that y=(S) (3 9) (1) (2) (5) (10 11) (16) (4 1 7 ) - or
(9) (3 8) (1) (2) (5) (10 11) (16)..-.
First assume that y=(8) (3 9) (1) (2) (5) (10 11) (16) (4 17) - . Since
j.cw-1
 = ( 1 2) (4) (8) (3 9) (10 12) (5 13) (11 6) (14) (7 15) (16) (17) (21)
(18 22) (23) (19 20),
Then x(-ab:>'1y is of order two. Hence form {aby=(ab)~x and A1y=Ft, it follows
that
y = (1) (2) (5) (10 11) (16) (4 17) (8) (3 9) (13) (6 12) (14 21) (7 22) (15
18) (23) (19 20)
which is denoted by yv
Next assume that y=(?) (3 8) (1) (2) (5) (10 11) (16)- . Since
x"" = (1 2) (4) (9) (3 8) (11 13) (6 10) (5 12) (15) (7 14) (16) (17) (22)
(21 18) (20) (23 19),
^ = ( 1 2 ) (4 17) (16) (9) (3) ( 8 ) - .
Then x°by is of order two. Hence form A?=Ti and (aby=(ab)~\ we have that
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y = (1) (2) (5) (10 11) (9) (3 8) (16) (4 17) (20) (7 21) (12) (6 13) (15 22)
(19 23) (14 18),
which is denoted by y2.
Then
ay, = (1) (2) (5) (10) (11) (3 9 8) (4 17 16) (7 22 23) (6 12 13) (18 20 14)
(19 15 21),
ay, = (1) (2) (5) (10) (11) (3 8 9) (4 17 16) (7 21 20) (6 13 12) (18 23 15)
(19 14 22).
First suppose th*ty=yl. Since A(10, l l )^ 0^—A(10, 11) and | A(10, 11) |
= 1 or 3, A(10, 11)= {1}, {2}, {5}, {1, 2, 5}, {3, 8, 9}, {4, 16, 17}, {7, 22, 23}
or {6, 12, 13}.
In the cases (i) and (ii) we have proved that for 7«a, 6»={1, 2, 4} and
I(ab)-I«a, &»={16, 17}, A(16, 17)*A(1, 2), A(l, 4), A(2, 4) and {1, 2, 4}.
Since 7«a, y,>)={l, 2, 5} and I(ay})-I(<a, >'1»={10, 11}, by the same argu-
ment for <a, y^> as is used for <a, V) in the cases (i) and (ii), A(10, 11) =t= {1, 2, 5},
A(l, 2), A(l, 5), A(2,5) where A(l, 2)= {3,8,9} and A(l, 5)= {4,16,17}. Since
A(2, 5)37 and A(2, 5)ajIi=A(2, 5), A(2, 5)= {7,22,23}. Hence A(10,11)= {1},
{2}, {5} or {6, 12, 13}. Futhermore since A(10, 1)=A(1, 5)CaW2={4, 16, 17},
A(10, ll)=t={l}. Similarly A(10, 11)+ {2}. Thus A(10,11)= {5} or {6, 12, 13}.
Suppose that A(10, 11)= {6, 12, 13}. Then A(10, 5)=A(10, 11)*= {6, 12, 13}.
Thus A(10, 12)3 {11, 5}. Furthermore in the plane P{b) A(12, 10) 38 . Thus
A(12, 10)= {8, 11, 15}. Hence A(ll, 13)=A(12, 10)*= {9, 12, 6}. However
since A(10, 11)={6, 12, 13}, A(10, 13)311. Thus we have a contradiction.
Hence A(10, 11)= {5}.
Next suppose that y=y2. Since A(10, ll)<fl*2>=A(10, 11), A(10, 11)=
{1}, {2}, {5}, {1, 2, 5}, {3, 8, 9}, {4,16,17}, {7,20, 21} or {6,12,13}. Since
A(2, 5)37 and (2, 5)a^=A(2, 5), A(2, 5)= {7, 12, 20}. Hence by the same ar-
gument as is used above, A(10, 11)= {5}.
Now we assume that A(10, 11)= {5} and y=yx. In the following if we in-
terchang 8 and 9, then we have the proof for the case A(10,ll)= {5} and y=y2.
By (3.5), there is an involution u fixing 10, 11 and commuting with a. Since
A(10, 11)= {5}, u fixes 5. If u fixes 1 or 2, then ayx fixes I(u), contrary to (3.4).
Hence «=(10) (11) (5) (1 2 ) - or (10) (11) (5) (1 i) (2 ;>- , i,je {3, 4, 6, 7}. If
M=(10) (11) (5) (1 2)—, then by the incidence structure of P(a),
« = (10) (11) (5) (12) (4 7) (3) (6)..-.
Since u fixes A(l, 2), w=(8) ( 9 ) - or (8 9 ) - . If M=(8) ( 9 ) - , then
contrary to (v) of (3.1). Hence M=(8 9)— and
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ay l t t = (12) (5) (10) (11) (3 8) ( 9 ) - .
Then ayxii is of order two and so {ay^)u={ay^f1. Hence
u = (10) (11) (5) (1 2) (4 7) (3) (6) (8 9) (12 13)... .
Then
xu == (1) (2) (3) (8) (9) (10 12 11 13) - ,
contrary to (iii) of (3.1), Next suppose that u=(10) (11) (5) (1 i) (2/)—, i, j ^
{3, 4, 6, 7}. Then by the incidence structure of P(a), u=(!0) (11) (5) (1 4) (2 7)
(3) ( 6 ) - or (10) (11) (5) (1 7) (2 4) (3) (6 ) - . Then A(l, 2)"=A (4, 7) and so
| A(4, 7) | = 3 . This is a contradiction since A(4, 7)= {3}.
(iii.ii) Assume that A(16, l)=Ai and A(16, 4)=A2. The proof in the
case A(16, 1)=A2 and A(16, 4)=AX is similar. Since A(16, 2)=A(16, 1)*=AX*
=A1? A(16,18) a 1,2. Moreover by the incidence structure of P(x), A(16,18) 3 3 .
Thus A(16,18)={1,2,3}. Hence A(16,22)=A(16,18)-*= {1,2,9} and A(16,21)
= A(16, 22)**= {1, 2, 8}. On the other hand since A(16, 1)=AX and A(16,18)=
{1, 2, 3}, there is an involution
u = (16) (18) (1) (2 3) (21 2 2 ) - .
Then A(16, 22)=A(16, 21)*32M=3, which is a contradiction.
(iii.iii) Assume that A(16, 1)=A(16, 4)=Ai. The proof in the case
A(16, 1)=A(16, 4)=Aa is similar. Since A(16, 2)=A(16, l)x=Aly A(16, 18)=
{1, 2, 4}. Hence there is an involution^ fixing 16, 1, 18. Then since A(16, 1)
=AX,
y = (1) (16) (18) (21 22) (2 4)...-.
Hence by (3.18), (aby=(ab)-\ Hence
y = (l) (2 4) (16) (17) (18) (21 2 2 ) - .
Thus y fixes 16,17. Hence j ; fixes A(16,17) and so y=(7) (14 15)- , (14) (7 15) -
or (15) (7 14)-.. If y = (7) (14 15)- , then I(xy)^ {16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 7, 14, 15}
and x^y, which is a contradiction. Hence J> = (14) (7 15)— or (15) (7 14)—.
First assume that ^=(14) (7 15)—. Then
•&y = (1) (2 4) (16 17) (14) (7) ( IS ) - .
Thus by is of order two. Furthermore A(l, 2)y= A(l, 4) and A(2, 4)*= A(2, 4).
Hence
y = (1) (2 4) (8 10) (3 11) (5 9) (12) (6 13) (14) (7 15) (16) (17) (18)
(21 22) (20) (19 23).
Then
xy = (16) (17) (18) (21) (22) (7 15 14) (1 4 2) (3 11 12) (19 23 20)
(5 13 8) (6 9 10).
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Next assume that J=(15) (7 14)—. Since
b" = (1) (2) (4) (9) (3 8) (11) (5 10) (13) (6 12) (15) (7 14) (19 21)
(18 23) (20.22) (16 17),
6> = (1) (2 4) (16 17) (15) (7) (14)- .
Thus bay is of order two. Hence from the same reason as above,
y = (1) (2 4) (9 11) (3 10) (5 8) (13) (6 12) (15) (7 14) (16) (17) (18)
(21 22) (23) (19 20).
Then
xy = (16) (17) (18) (21) (22) (7 14 15) (1 4 2) (3 10 13) (19 20 23) (5 12
9) (6 8 11).
Now we show that A(21, 22)== {18}. Assume that y is of the first form.
We have already proved that for /(<>, 6»={1, 2, 4} and I(ab)-I«a, £>)=
{16, 17}, A(16, 17)= {1}, {2}, {4} or I \ and A(16, 1)={17}, A(l, 2), A(l, 4),
At or A2, where F4 is the <(a> #>-orbit of length three and different from A(l, 2),
A(l, 4) and A(2, 4) and A1U A2 is the <a, 6>-orbit of length six. Since /(<>, j>»
= {16, 17, 18} and I{xy) — 7 « # , y » = {21, 22}, by the same argument for <x, j>
as is udsed for <«, 6>, A(21, 22) is {16}, {17}, {18} or the <*, ;y>orbit wihch is
of length three and different from A(16,17), A(16,18) and A(17,18), and A(21,18)
= {22},A(18,16), A(18,17), {5,13,6} or {6,9,10}, where A(16,17)= {7,14,15},
A(16,18)= {1,2,4} and {5,13, 6} U {6,9,10} is the <*, j;>-orbit of length six. In
the plane P(x) A(16,17)37, A(16,18)34 and A(7,4)33. Hence A(17,18)33.
Since (17,18)"=A(17,18), A(17,18)= {3,11,12}. Thus A(21,22)={16}, {17},
{18} or {19, 23, 20} and A(21, 18)= {22}, {1, 2, 4}, {3, 11, 12}, {5, 8, 13} or
{6,9,10}. OntheotherhandA(21,22)=A(21,18)c«6)2={18}, {1,2,4}, {8,5,13},
{10, 9, 6} or {12, 3, 11}. Thus A(21, 22)= {18}. Next assume that y is of the
second form. Then A(16, 17) and A(16, 18) are the same set as above and
A(17, 18)={3, 10, 13}. Hence similarly A(21, 22)={18}.
Assume that y is of the first form. The proof for the second form of y is
similar. Since A(21, 22)= {18}, there is an involution u fixing 21, 22, 18 and
commuting with x. Then u fixes I(x). If u fixes 16 or 17, then xy fixes I(u),
contrary to (3.4) Thus u=(l6 17)-- or (16 i) (17y).--, / , j e{3 , 4, 7, 19}.
First assume that w=(21) (22) (18) (16 17)---. Then by the incidence struc-
ture of P(x),
u = (21) (22) (18) (16 17) (3 4) (17) (19)- .
Furthermore A(16, 17)"=A(16, 17). Hence {14, 15}"= {14, 15}. If u fixes {14,
15} pointwise, then I(u) nl(uab)={2l, 22, 18, 7, 14, 15}, contrary to (vi) of (3.1).
If u has a 2-cycle (14 15), then
au = (16) (17) (7) (14) (15) (18 1 9 ) - .
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Thus au is an involution. Then ab fixes the subset {16, 17, 7, 14, 15} of I(au).
Hence ab fixes I(au), contrary to (3.4).
Next suppose that u=(21) (22) (18) (16 i) (17 ; ) - , i, ;<E {3,4,7,19}. Then
by the incidence structure of P{x)y w=(21) (22) (18) (16 3) (17 4) (7) (19)-- or
(21) (22) (18) (16 4) (17 3) (7) (19)- . Then A(16, 17)a=A(3, 4). This is a
contradiction since |A(16, 17) | = 3 and |A(3, 4 ) | = 1 .
(iv) Assume that A(16, 17)= {1}. The proof in the case A(16, 17)=
{2} or {4} is similar. We have proved that A(16, 1)={17}, I \ , T2, Ax or A2,
A(16, 2)={17}, I \ , T3, A, or A2 and A(16, 4)= {17}, T2, T3, A1 or A2 Hence
by assumption, A(16, 1)={17}, A(16, 2)4= {17} and (16, 4)#{17}. Furthermore
since A(17, 1)=A(16, 1)", A(17, 1)={16}. Suppose that A(16, 2)=r3 . Since
A(17, 2)=A(16, 2)", A(17, 2)=r3 . Thus A(2, 6)={4, 16, 17}. Hence there is
an involution u fixing 2, 6, 16. Then since A(16, 2)=r3 ,
u = (16) (2) (6) (12 13) (4 17)....
Then by (3.18), (ab)u={ab)-\ Hence u fixes 1. Thus u fixes A(16, 1). This
is a contradiction since A(16, 1) = {17} and 17*<EA(16, 1). Thus A(16, 2)4=
T3. In the same way A(16, 4)4= T2. Therefore A(16, 2)=I \ , A, or A2 and
A(16, 4)=r2 , A, or A2.
Now let x be an involution fixing 16, 17 and commuting with a. Since
A(16, 17)= {1}, x fixes 1. If x fixes 2 or 4, then ab fixes at least four points of
I(x) and so fixes I(x)y contrary to (3.4). Next if x fixes 3 or 5, then by the in-
cidence structure of P(a), x fixes 2 or 4. This is a contradiction. Thus x fixes
three points 1, 6, 7 of I(a). Hence x=(2 4) (3 5), (2 3) (4 5) or (2 5) (3 4) on
I(a)— {1, 6, 7}. First we determine the form of x in each cases.
(iv.i) Assume that *=(16) (17) (1) (6) (7) (2 4) (3 5)-... Then A(l, 2)x
=A(1, 4). Hence {8, 9}*= {10, 11}. If *=(8 10) (9 11)- , then
abx = (1) (2 4) (16) (17) ( 3 1 1 8 5 9 10) - ,
contrary to (vi) of (3.1). Hence *=(8 11) (9 10)—. Then
abx = (1) (2 4) (16) (17) (3 10) (8 5) (9 11) - .
This shows that abx is of order two and so (ab)x=(ab)~1. Hence
x = (1) (2 4) (3 5) (8 11) (9 10) (6) (12 13) (7) (14 15) (16) (17)- .
Since |I(x) | =7 , * fixes exactly two points of {18, 19, •••, 23}. Without loss we
may assume that x fixes 18, 19. Then
x = (1) (2 4) (3 5) (8 11) (9 10) (6) (12 13) (7) (14 15) (16) (17) (18) (19)
(21 22) (20 23),
which is denoted by *,.
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(iv.ii) Assume that * = (16) (17) (1) (6) (7) (2 3) (4 5 ) - . Then {1}
and {16, 17} are <#, b, #>-orbits, and the remaining orbits are unions of {2} U I\,
{4} U T* T3, T4 and A, U A2, If {8, 9}"= {12, 13} or {14, 15} then {2} U I \ U T3
or {2} U r i u r 4 is a <a, A, #>-orbit of length seven, contrary to (3.11). Thus
{8, 9}"+{12, 13}, {14, 15}. In the same way {10, 11}**{12, 13}, {14, 15}.
Next if {8, 9, 10, 11}* c A1U A2, then {2, 4} U I \ U T2 U At U A2 or {2, 4} U I \ U
r2UA1UA2ur,- (i = 3 or 4) is a <a, by #>-orbit. Then | {2, 4} l j r i Ur 2 U
A!UA2| = 14 and | {2, 4} UIMJ T2U X t l A2U I \ | = 17, contrary to (3.11) and
the assumption (4) respectively. Thus {8, 9}*= {8, 9}, {8, 9 } * - {10, 11} or
{10, 11}*= {10, 11}.
First assume that {8, 9}*= {8, 9}. If x fixes {8, 9} pointwise, then
6*== (1) (8) (2 3 9) (16 17) - ,
contrary to (vi) of (3.1). Hence x has a 2-cycle (8 9). Then
ax = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (16 17) - ,
bax = (1) (2 3 9) (8) (16) (17) (11 4 5 - ) (13 6 - ) (15 7 - ) - .
Thus bax is of order three and so a* = (ll) (10) (12 13) (14 1 5 ) - or (11) (10)
(12 15) (13 14)—. If ox; is of the first form, then x fixes {1, 6, 7, 16, 17, 12,
13, 14, 15} pointwise, contrary to (i) of (3.1). Thus ax is of the second form.
Hence
x = (1)(2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8 9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (16) (17)- .
Then
bx = (1) (2 3 8 9) (4 5 10 11) (12 14) (6 15 7 13) (16 17) - .
This shows that bx is of order four. Furthermore since x fixes exactly two points
of {18, 19, —, 23}, we may assume that x is of the from
* = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (8 9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (16) (17) (18) (19)
(20 22) (21 23),
which is denoted by x2.
Next assume that {8, 9}*= {10, 11}. Then x = (8 11) (9 10) - or (8 10)
(9 11)—. If x is of the first form, then
abx = (1) (2 3 4 5 8) (16) (17)- ,
contrary to (iv) of (3.1), Thus x is of the second form. Then
ax = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16 17) (8 11) (9 10) - ,
bax = (1) (2 3 10 9) (4 5 8 11) (16) (17)- ,
(baxf = (1) (2 10) (3 9) (4 8) (5 11) (16) (17)- .
Thus bax is of order four and (bax)2 is an involution commuting with b and ax.
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Since I{b)= {1, 2,4, 8, 10, 12, 14}, (box)2 fixes {12, 14} pointwise. Since
\I(bax) | = 3 , bax=(l 2 14) - and so ax=(12 14) - . Hence
* = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (8 10) (9 11) (12 15) (13 14) - .
This implies that x and ax fix exactly two and four points of {18, 19, •••, 23}
respectively. Hence we may assume that x is of the form
x = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (8 10) (9 11) (12 15) (13 14) (18) (19)
(20 21) (22 23),
which is denoted by x3.
Finally assume that {10, 11}*= {10, 11}. If x fixes {10, 11} pointwise,
then
bx = (l)(4 5 11) (10) (16 17) - ,
contrary to (v) of (3.1). Thus x has a 2-cycle (10 11). Then
ax = (1) (2 3) (4 5) (6) (7) (16 17) (10) (11)... ,
box = (1) (4 5 11) (10) (16) (17) (9 2 3 - ) - .
This shows that bax is of order three. Hence ax fixes 9 and so 8. Thus x=x2.
(iv.iii) Assume that *=(16) (17) (1) (6) (7) (2 5) (3 4 ) - . Then {1}
and {16, 17} are <a, ft, #>-orbits and the remaining orbits are unions of {2} U F2,
{4} U I\ , F3, F4 and Ax U A2. Hence by the same argument as in the case (iv.ii),
x is one of the following elements:
x4 = (1) (2 5) (3 4) (6) (7) (8 9) (10 11) (12 14) (13 15) (16) (17) (18)
(19) (20 22) (21 23),
x5 = (1) (2 5) (3 4) (6) (7) (8 10) (9 11) (12 15) (13 14) (16) (17) (18)
(19) (20 21) (22 23).
We have proved that A(l, 2 )=r i , Ax or A2 and A(16, 4)=r2 , Ax or A2.
In the following we treat these cases separatly and show that there is no group
which satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1 and contains (a, b, #,-)>, l < / < 5 .
(iv.iv) Assume that A(16, 2 ) = ^ . The proof in the case A(16, 2)=
A2, A(16, 4)=A! or A(16, 4)=A2 is similar.
(iv.iv.i) Assume that there is an involution xx. Then A(16, 4)=
A(16, 2)*i=Av Hence A(16,18)3 {2, 4}. Moreover in the plane P{xx) A(l, 6 )3
7 and A(l, 16)317. Hence (16, 18)36 or 7. Thus A(16, 18)= {2, 4, 6} or
{2, 4, 7}. If A(16, 18)= {2, 4, 6}, then there is an involution u fixing 16, 18, 2.
Since A(16, 2)=AX,
II = (16) (18) (2) (21 22) (4 6 ) - .
Then A(16, 13) = A(16, 4)uab=A1uab=A1. Hence A(16, 18)313, which is a
contradiction. Similarly A(16, 18) 4= {2, 4, 7}. Thus the proof in the case
(iv.iv.i) is complete.
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(iv.iv.ii) First assume that there is an involution x2. Then A(16, 3)=
A(16, 2yt* = A*i = {18, 20, 23}. Hence A(16, 18)3{2, 3}. Moreover in the
plane P(x2) A(16, 18)96 or 7. Hence A(16, 18)= {2, 3, 6} or {2, 3, 7}. If
A(16, 18)={2, 3, 6}, then there is an involuion u fixing 16,18,2. Since
A(16, 2)=A,
u = (16) (18) (2) (21 22) (3 6 ) - .
On the other hand A(16, 22) = A(16, 18)°*= {2, 9, 13} and A(16, 21) =
A(16, 22)"*= {2, 8, 12}. Then since A(16, 22)"=A(16, 21), {9, 13}"= {8, 12}.
Ifw=(8 9)(12 13)-, then
abu = (16) (2) (22) (9) (6 12 3 8 ) - ,
contrary to (iii) of (3.1). Next if w=(8 13) (9 12)--, then
au = (2) (3 6) (8 12) (9 13) - .
Thus au is of order two. Hence /(w)2{2, 18, 16}<a>={2, 18, 19, 16, 17}.
Thus /(w)n/(x2)2{16, 17, 18, 19} and I(u)±I(x2), contrary to (vi) of (3.1).
Similarly A(16, 18) =1= {2, 3, 7}. Thus there is no group containing x2.
Next assume that there is the involution xt. Since x4 is the same permuta-
tion as x2 with 3 and 5 interchanged, by the same argument as is used for x2
there is no group containing xt.
(iv.iv.iii) First assume that there is the involution x3. Since
abx3 = (1) (2 3 11 8) (4 5 9 10) (6 14 7 12) (13 15) (16) (17) (18 23 19 21)
(20 22),
A(16,11)=A(16,2)<*'S= {19,22,23} and A(16,8)=A(16,11)"**3= {21,10,19}.
Hence A(16, 19)=) {11, 18}. Since x3 fixes A(16, 19), A(16,19)2 {11, 8}<*3>=
{11, 9, 8, 10}, which is a contradiction.
Next assume that there is the involution xt. Since x& is the same permuta-
tion as x3 with 3 and 5 interchanged, by the same argument as is used for x3
there is no group containing x5.
(iv.v) Assume that A(16, 2 )= I \ and (16, 4)=r2 . Then A(17, 2)=
A(16,2)°=r i. Hence A(2,3)= {1,16,17} and consequently there is an involution
u fixing 2, 3, 16. Since A(16, 2)=I \ ,
u = (16) (2) (3) (8 9) (1 17) - .
Then since A(16, 2 )= r i ; (aby^aby1 by (3.18). Hence u fixes 4. Then
au = (2) (4) (3) (9) (117 1 6 ) . - .
Thus au is of order three. In the cases (i), (ii) and (iii) we have proved that
for /«« , * » = { ! , 2, 4} and I(ab)-J«,a, 6»={16, 17}, A(16, 17)= {1}, {2} or
{4}. Since /«a , u»={2, 3, 4} and I{ab)-I{<a, 4» = {8, 9}, by the same
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argument for <a, u) as is used for O, b> A(8, 9)= {2}, {3} or {4}. If A(8, 9)=
{2}, then A(2, 8)39. Since b fixes A(2, 8), A(2, 8)39*=3. Thus A(2, 8 )3
{3, 9} and so | A(2, 8) | = 3 . However since au fixes A(2, 8) and A(2, 8) C]I(au)
= {3, 9}, |A(2, 8)| 4=3. Thus we have a contradiction. In the same way
A(8,9)*{4}. ThusA(8,9)={3}.
Now there is an involution v fixing 8, 9 and commuting with a. Then v
fixes 3 and I(a). If v fixes 2 or 4, then au fixes at least four points of I(v).
Hence au fixes I(v), contrary to (3.4). Hence v=(8) (9) (3) (5) (6)---. Since
av=va and /«#, *;»= {3, 5, 6}, by (3.19) A(3,5)= {6}. If there is the involution
xt (2</<5), then A(3, 5)*»=A(2, 4). This is a contradiction since | A(2,4) | = 3 .
Next suppose that there is the involution xx. Since u fixes {16, 4} pointwise
and A(16, 4)=r2 , M=(5) (10 11)- , (10) (5 11) - or (11) (5 10)- . If u=(S)
(10 11)- , then
au = (2) (4) (3) (8) (9) (5) (10) (117 1 6 ) - ,
contrary to (ii) of (3.1). Next suppose that u=(10) (5 II)---. Then
bu = (2) (4) (1 17 16) (3 8 9) (5) (10) (11)- .
Thus bu is of order three. Then since A(2, 4)M= A(2, 4) and | I{au) \ = \I(bu) |=5 ,
u = (2) (4) (3) (8 9) (1 17) (16) (10) (5 11) (13) (6 12)- .
Thus A(5, 8)=A(3, 5)M^i= {6}M"i= {13}. Since v fixes 5, 8, v fixes 13 and so
12. Thus I(v)f]I{vxi)= {3, 5, 6, 12, 13}, contrary to (vi) of (3.1). Finally
suppose that u=(ll) (5 10)---. Then
bau = (2) (4) (1 17 16) (3 9 8) (5) (10) (11)- .
Hence by the same argument as above we have a contradiction.
Thus the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
REMARK. Let G be one of the groups of Lemma 1. Then it is not difficult
to prove that G satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1.
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